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The materials and methods oft instruction for two beginning rending

programs are analyzed in this *paper. The two programs, Reading Unlimited
-4

'(Scott Fr:freeman, 1975) and the New Primary Grades Rea4njk. System

"(Learning Research and Development Centex, Pittsburgh, 1974), provide,

maximal contrasts in materials and teaching strategies. -Authors of both

programs agree that the ultimate goal is to gain meaning from print, to

cdtprehend written messages; but one finds in analyzing the programs that

the sequence of instruction and the strategies taught to the beginning

readers are quite different for each program. The instructional straLer.es

in Scott Foresman-are analytic and inductive while those in New ,Resnin.g.

Systems are mostly synthetic; and while SF begins instruction with the

focus on syntactic and semantic information, NM initially emphasizes the

graphemic information and letter/sound correspondences

The paper is planned to systematically compare the two progtass uhile

simultaneously evaluating how each meets its stated objectives. We will

first outline the scoye of the two programs and the materials included in

-

each, then.examine specific teaching-filarnibgetrategies and their

oxganization in each program, ask how well each testing program evslurtes the

children's use of these strategies, look at the content and other motiva:tonal

aspects of the programs, and finally estimate the extent of indivieualiaation

possible under each prdgram.
. .

r
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SCOPE

.11 /-

Reading Unlimited is. the 1976 reyision of Scott Foresman's 1972

Reading Systems .whith packages the components.in a less cumbersome manner

and better coordinates the management.of the system. The, SF program

specifies two major goals: "to help children learn how to read and to..

communicate to children the rewards of reading." Toward these goals, the

materials combine a variety of teaching techniques to help children get

imeaning ftoa print, and further, they incorporate a rich-and varied content

in the'readers. Both of these aspects will be discussed later in the

paper; however, Table 1 gives 'an indication of the materials available.

Beck find-Mitt-off (19:72) In describing NRS give as their underlying

definition of reading-that stated by Carroll (1964, p. 336), ':the

perception and comprehension of written messages in a manner paralleling

that of the corresponding spoken messages.' NRS etphaqizes indiyidualization

in terms of student rate and adaptive systems for teaching. The materials.

included in NRS are displayed in Table 1 also. Prior to commercia

_
publication, NRS may be revised andconeolidated somewhat, but our analysis

includes the Components as outlined in Table 1. The goals of each prOgram

Are influencedthe:Veriety of components included and the specific. content

of each component as well.
"0
-____-

Insert TaN/e 1 here111111=

r
Our analysis of program material:; is confincd-tothosq levels. most- often

used by first and second glades only. Figure I. displays the distribution of
. .

sofa of the components in each program in a manner which will allow us tO

contrast content, across programa at comparableAevels.

Insert Figure 1 here
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Grade le;e1 1

Scott' Foresman 1 2 4 5 7 8
levels

Number of
Pupil Books 5

'Studybooks 1

Tests Skills 1

End of level 1_

-.11R5 Le vele 1

.

's

2 3

9

1

1

1

4

9

1

1

5 6

8

v
1

1

1"

7

1

1

1

1

a

1

1

1

10 11

1

1

12 13

1

.

1

14

Number of
Pupil Books 0 0 6 8 5 7 8 8 5 ... 5

"Read Alone"

Ntmober of ,

troup" Steries 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Workbooks 3 3. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3. 3

Pccgress Check 2

(remedial
thole La;

(remedial seguenets)

6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8. 8
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'Materials Included inScott Foresmawisileading Unlimited,
*ProgramISF) and LRDC's New PrimaryGr es ReadriTixTIW; (NRS)

SF '8(

Teacher's Editions (alllevels)

Magnebdard and magnepiece.file
(for use with levels 1 -3)

Pupils' books-4A:1i levels have

one book, extipt level 2 which
has 3. Available as smaller
booklets at lowest levels;)

Studbook (one for each level)
[independent practice book]
[Duplicattng masters]

4t\ [End -of -level tests]l

[Skills 'Assessment .tes ts ]1

[A variety of other materials
ate "available": Practice books
for further pupil reading, puzzles,
alphabet records and cards, picture
dictionariet, storybook box with

cassettes.]

1
[supplementary materials]

.

Teacher's manuals (levels 1, 2, 3)

Scope And seeeence,chart,(levels 4-14)
Game presentation guide
,Alternative strategies booklet

Blending booklet

Read-alone story booklets
.(about 8 each at 14 levels)
Group reader's
(twO at each level)

Workbook

Audio - cassette. instruction

V, recorders, earphones

Progress check

Games
(Correlated, vocabplary at each level;

17 typds, 10 per level) ,

Flip-a-words
(word pattern manipulable)

-t.

Management aids:
.Recording booklet for games and stories

Progress check booklet
Prescripeion pages in workbooks

7

A.
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An overview of both programs reveals gross differences, diffcren -es

253

that would be immediately obvious tie the most casual visitor in classrooms
I

implementing the two programs. In the crassrooms I visited using SF I

dundtl,even.in grade -one, art projeCcs,Isamples of creative writing, sienes

for dramatic play, and books for the children to read which were correlated

to the stories being read in the pupils' readers at that time. Sone

programs give "suggestions" to the teacher for such activities. E goes

beyofid."suggesting" in several ways: many art and craft projects are

initiated in the pupils' readers and/or in their studybooks, also selections,

stories and poems for the. teacher to xead'to the children are found in the

teacher's editiops, and boxes'of etrade books appropriate for each, level may

be purchased from the publishers. t.

Creative-projects stemming from pre more apt to be teacher designed.

There is no reason why activities similar to thoseAal SF classrooms might not

be' found in NRS classrooms, but they are not an integrated .part of the
.

I observ' RSin a classroom for "learning disabled" children,.

and such activities were not evident.- I did look in on one other NRS class-

room and'arts.and crafts were underway there, but their relatedness to NRS

was'not obvious. Games which were speciffedor the various levels of NRS

were very much in evidence in these .rooms and youngsters were seen actively

engaged with each other, with the teachers, and with visitors who happened by.

Games, Ohich are noQmcluded in SF, are an importght component of the program,

and Appear to be highly motivating.

What are ,ame other readily observable differences,between NRS and Sr
gib

classrooms that are attributable to program variation? Certainly the role of

th4 teacher varies and also the children's behavior.Varies. InstructIon for

'the SF pupil is very much d4ri.cted by the teacher. Grol,ps oP students gather

pJaiili to be motivated and guided En:their story reading in their SF readers.

op' 8
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Explicit directions are giv in the teacher's edition for building
6. _

.;

background consepts and interest and,/for setting forth a purpose'ltr

reading to Ale pupils. :Each page of textthen can be read'indeptndently

or with the guidance of teacher questioning and direction. Those pupils

not reading yith the teacher work in their workbooks, sometimes a

group with the teachers aide; they work on projects or activities, ask
2

described earlier; they read trade books, or they engage in some other

math or science work. In one first grade'classroom I,visitedithe

involvement of one group With a workbook caught my attention. The

254

children were completing exercises deajing with letter -sound relationships'.

When I asked about the workbook they were using,,I was told that it also

.

was purchased as supplementary material from Scott Foresnan.because the

teachers found it ".extremely valuabte for teathingconsonant and vowel

sounds which the children do need more practice on." I realized. once again

that.attenpting to correlate children's, achievement with specific program

,components only, and not classroom settings, is a delusion.

-\an the OS classroom, five or six puptls,are seated at "listening

stations," Complete with earphones, responding in their workbooks to the

audio Caasette instructions. The remainder 're on the floor playing

relevant "games" or at theft Beats working in their individual workbooks.

A few may be-found at a library table, each reading his own appropriate

paper-back "Read-alone_story. The teacher's aide and the teacher.travel

along the students responding to thtir qutstions,initiating dialogue about

workbook pages and/or listening to individual pupilsread their "Progress

Check" page. The teacher has a significant "management" !ye: waking

individual assignments, checking on the progresg ofspach Pupil individually

. 0
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.
and reading with he children. The teacher's role is well defined and matezial

+, . .

.

.

.
. I. .

is well Organi ed so that these various tasks were easily managed in the class- --
.

, , . .

rLim't saw. Though not seen, the daY I vi'Sited,the tlassrooM;t1hd, NRS teacher

.also gathers three or mone, children together for a group story for_which they

previously'had "signed up.." They "sign up'' when they crime to a pink page in

0 their vorkbocki directing.them-to mai& a aark beside
'

a s pecific story name on
.

a class Chart.' Two such pink pages appear at each level, end the teacbet

assembles a group whe4ver several pupils havelparked the chart for any given

Story. Becaus* e of individual pacing,.there would likely be a wait of a few

days between the time -when one student Ogned up and enough to fore'a group of
4

three were' ready. Each child reads at least One group story every two weeks.

All other readingsis ielativelv independent.

V
The view given above of thRS.clasaroom would be .found after

.

Children had complpted levels 1 and 2. The lestans at\levels I and 2 consist

of "teacher-led small-group instruction, with provision for one-to-one teaching

when necessary." Attention Is directed testard'the mechanics and conventions -

of the "systeM'' for the remaining 12 -levels and for the developing sejf-

management'skillt as well as reading strategics.
5.

I have follO*ed the clear and inclusive format of Beck and Block (see

page this voltine) to outline typical lessons in NRS and SF. Figures 2.and 3

and the descriptions given above should serve to Aive a flavor for the manner

In which teaching occurs in SF and NRS, for the role of the teacher, and for.
,

the pupils' interaction with ;he materials.

rw

=11111,

Insert Figure 2 here

, Insert Figure 3 ;R:re

1 0
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TEACHING/LEARNING STRATEGIES

258 .

.

Let us try to- put some comparisons of the actual teething/learning

strategies into a framework which nay-help fn the analysis of these two,

programs. An oversimplified !Chew' foi the interrelationships among certain

dimenSions of reading behaviors is presented .in Figure 4.

Insert Figure 4 here

At a macro-level, we may examine the differences in the way the devtlopers

of the two programs view the teaching of reading by'traCking instructionelong

_the:various sides-4f the triangle in Figure 4. Probably both programs would,

agree that their major objective is to teach the children to get from a (print)

to A (meaning), butthey wouldidiregree as'tO hogethat should be done. SF begins

with meaning-(A.): and meaning may be derived from pictures, from the chifdrzn's

-knowledge of the world, tlieir knowledge pf the language, and from 411explicit

,.

information provided by Fe teachei. From the very beginning levels; teachers

- 4_ ,

focus bn this meaning to elicit oral sentences (or teachers-may actually "141.;.4P

the asateoces).whiph will match those printed on the page. 'The children are

Chen asked to Iread" the print ( "a "). The stated goal of the early
. .

program segment* is for children to reconstruct the meaning of the written
41.

language" (Level 2, p. 25) and to "understand that the print tells the story:

the pictures help, but the print supplies the meaning" (Level 2, p. 30).

Therefore, SF states, "a substitution which makes: sense as the child re ads is

accaptable.." For example, "fruit" is acceptable for bananas or "grocery" for

saparnarkat (Teacher's Edition, Level 2, p. 89). It would seem that a child

mat know the moaning before he could make such a.substitutioh; therefore the
or,

4

meaning is not Coning from, the print but from the child's experiences, picture

3-
. coos, and teacher prompts. nevertheless, after the print is read orally ("a"),

14
AS
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(weaning)
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"a" (speech)

"sentence/
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"words"

"syllables"

"lettersounds"
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&check for meaning (A) follows. If we weretOiraw arrows on the diagram in

Figure 4 they mould be: ,first from the top (A or meaning) down the tight side III

. to speech ,.( "a "), over .to .print (a) and back the-same route to meaning. The
.

goal, however 'for early instruction is-to go back and forth from print to

6

meaning or up and (kiln the ,left side of the triangle as the child piles meaning

to predict print and print to elicitkfprther meaning. Practice necessarily 'A
I

2 4 ,

appears to be in 'bother direction.

Oithout getting tato:Mir issues, so important to the initial-teaching'

,

strategies of MRS, Wat is the direction their teaching/learning takes at the

,

outset? The program begins withtthe print (a), the child is given an

associated oral response,("a") to that unit of print, and practice on the

asscicistion of print, to speWch. Then that oral response is associated with

meaning (A). Their stated goal for early instruction is to enable the child

to go from' print, through speech ,ginner or overtY to gain meaning from that

print: across the bottom of thi diagram to speech and up to meaning.

Therefore-the strategies taught are those expected to be used in NRS: It is

impOrtaut to remember that' we 4re.referring now only to the very initial stages

of eacheach program: the sequence of strategies as well as the skills taught are

;ma
different for the two programs and the skills emphasized "vary at different

?

points even within .each program.
him

An extensive list of the skills, abilities andundergtandinga which SF

aims to develop in their prOgras is given in Appendix A. This is taken

directly from the teachef'seditioe. has not outlitied the spills

emphasized in a like manner, bui.mnat of the same- skills are inclu-pe".

The difference, between the emphasis found in theetwo.programs occurs

mainly in the-very initial stases.

( 16
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Print-to-Speech Units Taught

bath programs call attention, to,different units of writing and speech at
,

.

, .

different points in their During the first levels of the programs;

4
.

.

mostly withingthe teaching framework described aboveolthe children spend

,t,

e

varying amount( Of Vise going from print to speech. Instruction includeswork

at the leVel of/the letter, word patterns, words, and sentence andstoryi,
.

.
.

reading wish different input from "meaning." Let us examine the manner in .'

.

. ,

:which each program offers instruction fci the different writtenfunits and

thelyteld some understanding of the sequence and- the emphasis ,in each.

(1) Letter-seund associations. The intent in the SF program is to teach

.
/ "`

-the children to use semantic, syntactic and, in a minimal way; graphemic cues

in reading for rning. The semantic and syntactic cues are assumed to be

altdady in the pupils' repetoire, a part Of their skill with language.

Therefore the students are taught not only to use them to read, but s:so, in

LeveIs2-5, students are prompted to use semonI4c
$1
and syntactic cues to

y
"discover" that graphemic cuep are available and to discover what they are.

.

Graphemic cues are limited, iu Level 2,. to initial consonant letter-sound cues.

Semantic knowledge isused to predict whet an unlearned word in context uigh't

be and then knowledge of initial letter cues might be used to confirm

/
1

this prediction as reading prOCeeds. .

..

The inductive approach is used to teach letter-sound associations in SF to

aid the student in understanding a storY.- The teaching strategy begins with

.

---- .
le

AEAN1NG. For examplkbeenning with a discussion of, a picture of a boy in a

boat, the_teedhei prompts the reading of a sentence written beside an appropri-
.

ite.Ofcture, "The boy is in 'the boat." Attention is .then directed to bth:aird

bolt; their oral recodings, "boy" end "boat," and pictures of eachdre0 Of

to maintain the meaning, Next,. the. teacher queries students abbui the

. .

similarity of the first letter in each word (both are b's). The isolated
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letter is pfeientedInder each word and children are asked if the words "begin

'ath the same sound" (a'taak for which they've had such prior practice). This

sound is referred to as the b ("bee," not "byh") sound. Other objects are
.

found whose names.begin with the b sound, they are written in list and

attention is drawn to the initial letter band the b sound at the beginning of

the words.' In studybooks exercises following such teaching (see Appendix B),

the child is asked to select one of two sentences which tells about aic re:

the only difference between the two sentences being a key word in each), a word

which begins with the'ecently taught letters b or,g? For example:

The goat is in the garden.
The bitd is in the garden.

-I did not find in the teacher's directions in Level 2 or 3-any explicit state-
.

sent that a letter stands for a specific sound until on p. 177, Level 2, we

read, "Both the letter c and he letter k stand foi the k sound at the

beginning of tihe words." However, one assumes the child is, in fact,

learning that each,letter stands for a specific sound as these associations''

are pointed out and worked on in thestudyboOks. The expected learning is

that b repreeents the various allophones of the phoneme 4b/2 found in the

ti

initial position of.mords. Consonant letter-sound correspondences are tau

initielly'es one letter -toone-sound relationships. AkLevel 3, SF

introduces vowel letter - sound correspondences.
...-,

.

The concept that a vowel letter can stand formore than one vowel sound is

taught very quickly. PiEture cues and oral and written context cues (syntax

and semantics) are used cp :read the words and then attention is caLledto the

`vowel-sounds. After.satchleq vowel sounds with the associated letters,

explanation is'offered that the letter a, for instance, "followed by one

,

-40e110111112t letter and final e stands for 'the vowel sound heard in ate, lake,

asks, and cakes.% The letter a followed by One or more consonant letters

18
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SogownwOl Latter -Spend Correspondences in Levels 1 - 14

is LIDONSem Primer. Grades leading Sste
mod Scott Formosan's Reading Umlimited, Levels 1 - 3

MIS
Leval Level

.

1. o t,a,c,i-/a/ . 1. --

ail ' 2. V, g

I f, h, r ,

1
r/e/ . I. 1

: V . t . s
.1 i (as is tie) kr, fl.fr, gr, it

J. f A, a

'ae e a -r/ p, w e e-

i -/1/ c, k

ff, es, tt, lag 3. IN 7. s

V
cl, cr, cr, pl, sk, au

pastors*: at it S. Pr. BP. str, rd. tr

3. eh
.

3. .cb, ab, tb

.......1
1.

. 1 r cc--/k/ sad /e/. rig/ owe /541,

pectoros: et,'lt; ot, op; a-/a/,'/i/. mod /17

ep, sit 1 -/1/, Al

\ 1 I
....

i /if (bird)
\*

g o- /o/; /1/
.. .

. b o- /o/ (term)

pattoroa: 011. as. ay. As.',
4. d

u-/o/42,01yu/, (cup, flute, cube)
0414 ( )

.-/o/ e- /e/, oe-/1/

4. igh-1-1/

p

pettdres: ist.,11p, us, on, og

k i oe-f3/

patterns ack, uck, ock, 1.44, ock al-Ill, e-A

I

all

-/1/ _

ort--71/-41i1/,a;://f//

an-/0/ or /7u1. es/il
.*

,Lor, ord, oor i cor15/,

I. ', to-/o/ vr-/r/

se 5. ea- /e/ Ir.

th. oko-JO oca./11/

aerfoor -4-

for./11/ a;

ow-/es/
4(.?

- ..-, ,..

Moo corroaroodeuces taught in
levels 6 - 8 are elnlmsl.

y (tryY

ex, sr, it

6. lb

-1 (fussy)

eV. e1

go
-ed (coot.)

-old
o (book) 12. oe (toe4

-ear.
sliest h (echo)

e (dry)
a (across)
us, toe (feu; bloc) .

-19 :e

ea, re .141111.

lgb 13. el (reindeer)

ko sliest t (taatgo)

9. g (itow)
e. es (lose, cou4ar)

fry. el ouldir

we (awe)
-oleo

fol, leas
la (pie)

le. es (cinch)
to,' re, 411

dr, ore -
t

ow Glee/)
-ties
is (this()

11, sa blocs)
el (fruit)
as (dogart)
-core

. (frost)

7 (OW)
el (calm)
sat pt (earth, von)

wy (key)
u (heap)

14. 7 (1103-
ellema b. n, c, 1-

, 1 (gamelima)
es, is (cousin, flood)

gm (guard)
ser (board)
el (seillog)

aa.

r
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(

and watch while the isolated sound is given by the teacher-; children say it

H

together with teacher mouthing, then
indivfdual children say the sound, the

letter is shoin,the sound given by the teacher, the sound repeated by the

childrair,several times as teacher points to letter and finally the student's

point to the letter and say "its sound.". This is an explicit sequence of.

10 step* whith followed for theAntroduction of letter/sound relationships

by the teacher until further along in Level 1 when audio cassette instruction

is begun.

nearly one huhdred consonants, consonant blends, vowels, consonant

digraphs and vowel digraph associations are explicitly taught, though V=

dl in this specific fanner.

IRS introduces a, teaches the children that it."his the /a/ sound" and

t.r

then teaches then to blend cOnsonantTiai -consonant words. 'Only five'lessons

later, ARTS presents the a-/a/ correspondance in aCe
pattern wordsand marks

II/

both the a and the I, What has research to say with regard to a decision which

must_be mad, atipt-multiple letter-sound correspondence4: is it better to teach

single letter-to-single sound
eorrespondences? or multiple letter -to- single

sound.correspondences1 or
singleletter-to-nSltip16 sound correspondences? or

st

multiple letter-toultiple sound correspondences? Studies by Levin (1963) and

- .

.

Williams (1968) led to the popularization of the "set tor diversity" heory. ,

...

t

ir/
The conclusions of their studies included the generalization that "when a

-.
graphic symbol stands for two or more sounds, it should be learned and

trItsferred mbrreadily when the variations are learned together. than when they

as learned separately" (Levin and Watson, 1963, p. 21). elacitinin; Aarston and

Reinhardt $973) call attention to problems with the research in terms of a) the

age.of thMenhpiets (alway4 older readers), b) ibe design of the-word lists

using aft artificial orthography, c) the use of trigrans or even Letters ratheJ110-

thee moirds, in context, d)the vnlidiiy ofiequpting the experimental task with
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stands fdr the vowel sodhd heard in at, sat, andv Ann, and Jan" (Level 3, p. 72).

&Ilse next lesson "the.letter a followed by r usually stands for the vowel

sound heard in park, car,: jar, and shark" 1p. 77). It is relevait to note,

hoveyer, that the simultaneous presentarion of one vowel letter-to-several

sound associations is not the childrenisintroductfon to recoding these vowels.A

Quite to the contrary: 1D this point'in the program the children are

analyzing words they have been reading in their books. The program uses these

known words as examples to call attention to the fact that the letter a stands

%-
for several vowel sounds.

-

, .

. 4.

In SF When the child is taught that "the letter a stands'for the vowel'

sounds in at and ate," the tern, vowel sound is used and in die eZplanation of

this concept the term consonant letter is also used TheIterms are also used

inthe studybooks. However, there ts no explination given no discovery

prompted of the concept of "vowel" .(lettIr or sound) norehe concept of

"consonant" (letter or sound). While the program is so fastidioui in teaching

the concept of "words" and the "association of oral to written-language," ft is

difficylt to understand how these m
OW

ore difficult concepts were bypassed.and the'

words&
/

themselves used in a critic, Manner.

Studybook exercises are offered wherein the child -reads words

(from context or picture cues) and decides whether the'vowil a stands for

the same or differenk sounds as a sinulus word. Other suggestions for

extended work in. skills do,ask the child to apply his knowleSgeOf.grapheme

cues, but always in the presence of,semantic cues as well.

(See Table 2 for letter-sound associations taught in Levels 2 and 5.)
"="...

Insert Table 2 here

-la NIS there is a "basic script" for presenting letter/sound relationships

Which is included in the teachgr training. The,children are asked to listen

Q

21
c
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.
the learnihg task confronting the six -year-old beginning reader, and e) the

validity of equating the experimental teaching method td,the-training thats.
might go on In'a classroom. (A acidified paired assaiats talk giving.

L

co 0

\.,

4

- 22

Mao

4
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; a
.

"successive or concurrent". one'letter to several 'sounds' is experimental

(-: e
*--

task while in actual teachingla second association to a give.tiletter would

4, .

rarely ;I; taughtwithout reference to an earlier learned association to that

. . , -

sass letter.) Theae critics conclude,that the basic question about training

multiple correspondence successively or ebncutrently sVil: remains.
;*-"

The methodology of the _Levin and Williams research does not approximate

the teaching strategies in either'SF or NRS. And it one were posing a research

question concerning multiple or one7tp-one associationg,. the same question.
)

Nould not bedetpropriateto both,NR9 type training and SF training. One 44

program teethes letter-sound correspondenc# to recode print to oral speech (NRS)

while SF analyzes already known words to indicate that there is a systematic

relationship between.letters-and sounds. When we take the nature of these two.

-tasks into account in trying to generalize from:research results with yet a

different experimental task, I do not believe it is possible to dray: any

meaningful implications.

Table 2-presents the sequence of letter-sOund associations, taught in MS

as well as in SF. 'The list is qt4te extensive for NRS and the program developers

' expect that many seconjl graders will learn all these elements. Another

question to which research has not offered an answer has to do with the

usefulness of extended phonic.teaching.
1L-

. (2) Word'Patterns. Among others, Fletcher (1973) comments rather astutely

on some of the disadvantages accruing when one uses spelling patterns for

beginning reading instruction. "fh\initial reading, the use of spelling

patterns encounters several practical difficulties; one of whjeh is the

strained vocabulary that results in choosing words to illustrate the regular

spelling patterns being presented, and another of Which is the pronunciation of

en orthographically regular utterance in.ordinary discourse. Both of theses

difficulties are illustrated by Bloomfield's prototypal 'NAN CAN FAN DAN.'

2
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The sentence appears sirained.bediuse Nan is not's particulariy:fassilieilirane
.

and because Who can fed Whom is not i concern of moment to initial readers. I 0 .

:7..-
Further, thiseptence Rey contain grapheme-phoneme irregularities-inlordinary'

. .
. ,

discourse. For instance /CAN in this sentence would be'brdinirily pronounced.
'4 I

0 2

flon/ or /kin/ in Americ6ci dialects" (page 9),
,

It is interesting note that-when gr calls attention to words that

the context .of other, words and the spellidg patterns are'foun4

in a manner consistentwith their other analytic procedures.",
,

rhymeoit is in

bytlie pupils

For instance, "A fat little cat went to sleep on a eat. He' dreamed of ft

a wig who'was dancing a jig4' (Level 3, p. 34) . Pupils are t3- underline the
.

words which rhyme with fat and-pig.

NRS introduces the'sdand in spelling patterns in Level 2 by using words

in-isolation and dramatizing then with a manipUlable biokiet called.

"Flip -a,vord" with which the children do exactly that-by literally.changtng
, 4

.

the initial consomtnt which appears-Sefbre the patteib. Following this they -

are presented in their workbooks with words, using the same patterns, in

sentences as well as in isolition. Yes "the'fat Catdiat" and "Ta can nip in

a cap." Cap is an anthropomorphic ant.) Howtyer,'only two such pages occur-

at this level, A new set of patterns appears in Level 3 and "Nop the cop is

tasting pop" on p. 145 of the,workbook and :Nit is sitting in the pit."

Thus, both program Work with spelling patterns; -however, they are not

the major program-focus. -Theiusual difficulties are not apparent in SF at all,

,and they are, lessened .'somewhat by the use of other words and by-the limited

'..
emphasis fon,pattern word's in NRS.

-.,
(3) Words. Instruction which.will lead to recognition of individual w;r4s.

.
.

. 4.

is given each *ore attention in NRS than.in SF. In introductory material in

*a teacher's editions of SF we read, "Rawlins( is meaning cedtered,'not word

.centered. ...Emphasis is upon getting beyond. individual -words to the ideas

.24'
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encoipaeged-in them. ...Printed words are 4 symbol system drat has no meaning

unless tilt reader brings meaning to it.",
-

With this philosophlyit is not surprising that we do not find

indivpual words given much attention in SF. Color name words are isolated on'

Ai page in the studybook.at Level 1, but they are used'as directioris for

coloring balloons; ,ocessionalIy at Level 2 'choices for answering studybook

e
questions are words, but most often they are preceded.by an article. Rarely

in either the studybook'Or the pupil's book-do- we. find words isolated, even

-
for instruction: The exception is when instruction is being directed toward

letter-sound correspondences and words are-iablated prior to isolating letters:-

.

The attention given to the concept 9f-a "word" is very significant. in ,

/// Levels Land 2 there are pages in the stud books Created to give the)cht14 an

:

understanding bf wheresa word beginsand ends, and of the fact that a sentence ,

is made up of a nuAber'Of words. The child i given practice in circling a

specific word in.a printed sentence read'oral by the teacher (see Appendix C).

. With the cdnowpt of'"Vord" firmly in handi'then'how is attention drawn to

the reading of-vnrds1 We shall return to consideratio0r,

! in the next,section,on

at the word level, in *.

at question for

learning sentences. Let us nag examine instruction

IRS introduces 11grapheme/phoneme correspondences in Level 1, including

some digraphs, and these are immediately incorporated into a synthetie approach

for recoding printed words rcbral words. A blending procedure is entablithed,
, . . .

. .
,

In OA rocedur of "successive" blending, "as soon as two sounds are produced,Ai
they arcI nded, and successive phonenes are incorporated id, the blends as

they are pronounced" (Resnick and Be'ck, 1975). For instance, with theirfirst

word, sat, the children are taught throtigh,very explicit-teacher instruction

and modeling to :proceed thusly: IsA /a/, /sa/; /sal, /t/,/sar/; ending with

25

'I,
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Itt

'thetfinal decoding of the word "sat" as the children recogbize its meaning.
A

Each Child uses' a blending booklet yith manipulable. letters during this very

structured teaching/learning sequence for a givenvord with the teacher, Later-,

bleeding is taught within the framework of the audio cassette instruction. The

4

traveling teacher who' oversees workbook activity encourages and reinforces the

pupil for using the blending procedure to decodetue-tm-unfamiliar words. In

the MRS classroom I visited in the spring, children mil had started $n NRS in

September would, without iie slightest hesitation, ble d a word an cue irom the

teacher (or me). Also I saw a few children using the technique.

In every case where the pupil.kneWthe component sounds, it "worked." Several

youngsters were still hiving a problem with a few vowel 1ettti -sound

correspondences they had not mastered, but onse the individual elements had

been established, (and the children seemed to know enowitte ask if they did

not know them), the confidence with which they attacked the words was very

impressive. -Children are. encouraged

are reinforced for responding to-the

their workbook exacises.

The words taughtaught in Level lare used in phrases and sentences in Level 2

to remenber words they have learned and

whale word once they geC underway wich,

;4s14 new letter-sound correspondences are taught. The new vocabulary is

controlled by and generated from these taught correspondences. In addition,

a few sight words are incorporated into paragraphs and the first group story

/ .

at the end of Level 2. Letter-sound correspondences and the blending procedure

are the major emphasis, as stated above, in these early lessons ih NRS:

However,,this phonics instruction
.

is not Lid orattention to the "meaning"

aspect of reading: After'letter-sound correspondences are taught and words, are

APor,exemple, in the first lessons children are exActed to match ictures

and'Arde or phrases in one of several formats (see Appendix , the
-

child must read and unaerstand the words in ordelito make t e required

26 /
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1

responses. Level 2 introduces eight "sight words" taught as Whole words,

and these are helpful in creating meaningful text.

NES focUsset on:recoding letters lute sounds, blending those sounds into

worOs then verifying the oral word by questioning meaning. The blending

rncess.is conditioned and the child is prompted to use
)

it for unknown

words: As a larier number of words become 'a part of his repe ire of'decodable

words, the blehding procedure is relied on Jess and less even though new

letter -sound associations introduced. For many studenti this is so because

want/6 and syntactic contextual cues are available to aid the decoding

process. When unknown words are unprompted by picture cues or discussion and

are presented in isolation, recoiling into the oral word is then dependent upon

graphemic cues only. SF understandably avoids presenting words in isolation

since their students would aot'have sufficient phonic skills to decode such

words. The strueige of NFt has assured that graphemic duos are salient and

well practiced and the blending pr.ocedure is also. In tae NRS ,classroom I

listened to all ten children read and virtually every one of them who blended

/an unknown word in context began with th e practiced
intr. - They did, however,-

, _

.

often'stop short of blending the final letter and give a correct whole word

response based-on the first few blended sounds and the. context.

Earlier in this confereqce W. Klatch prOposed that we might research the

question: Is leaning achieved before-the oral reading of the word in context?
47

The educator who carefully observes the child learning to read could tell you

bow to set up an experimental situation where thehypothesis could not be

rejected.. She could also tell you how to set one up that would spell its doom.'

In the case of successful begftning readers who are learning under the

structure of a carefully sequenced program like NRS where an uncommon unknown .
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word,'which contains graphemic elements that have been taught, is presented in

. ,

uninformative context; such chi ren will blend the elements in that word,

1
pronounce it, god achieve meanin for it. The children being-taught under a

program simlaer to Scott Foresman's who are at a point where they have learned

only initial consonant letter sound cues and where the major emphasis has been

on using semantic and syntactic cuessey begin_ to give the initial sound.

-However, chances are they will draw on every other available Cue to find a

meaningful completion to the phrase or sentence, and then.they will utter an

oral word: I believe our "theory" has to allow for both possibilities:

pronunciation first, then meaning, and vice versa. Likewise, both may even oe
1

fault to occur for the more competent reader under certain circuitances.

Secure in our knowledge of how ye read; and often of how we think we learned

to read, we are, too eager "it seems to me, to positeither'ior hypotheses. The

very fact that we can conjure up such hypotheses should alert us to the fact

that the same answer ought not to be expected to apply equally to all

beginning readers, partieularly not to all "at risk" beginners whose cognitive, ,

capabilities are changing rapidly as they mature:

(4) Sentence reading. Given the differences in their approach to."words,"

it is not difficult to anticipate differences in the teaching of sent7ences.
. -

Basically, in SP a preparatory decussion is used prior to asking the children

to read the Sentence. In the very earliest stories, the sentence patterns to

be read are elicited prior to reading to "assure success."

IRS, after having taught the blending procedure, moves from words in

Level 1 to two word phrases, three word phrases, and sentences in Level 2.

Here also the teacher reads the phrase under ,a picture and the children repeat

the phrase. *workbook format for responding to a choice of pictures for a

given phrase or sentence, or a choice of phrases, for a given picture,. is

introduced and the teacher continues to read the phrases with the children for
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- .

several pages before independent work is assigned for these same phrases.

Models are provided for sentence reading as well and the same workbook'
4

procedure is followed. The gime Sentence Lotto irintroduced to support

sentence reading.

(5) Strategies for story reading. As the students awe toward reading

more context in both programs; strategies change. In SF, the first

strategy utilizes; the teacher's til;ing of a story as
children follow

.

pictures in their'books. She asks inference questions and questions which

oen be answered from-the
pictures."Theniptint appears in the children's

.

books within the framework of the story and children are'guided by the

storytelling tcCread ilk( print. Far instance; on page 7 in theloUpil's

book, Balloons, the lirs print appears and the printed words are taken

directly from the story being told,by the teacher,,i The children thus are

prompted to "read" the sentence. The teacher's prompting

of witch senteecie'fades as therlentence is repeated with a different color word.

'imeertearehich itioued By the picture (see Appendix E).-, Children are thus

reading the story, not from a "eight word" approach at all, but rather from a

total meshing approach, and they predict the text based on teacher consents

and picture curs.

ThrOughout Level ; and 'somewhat into Level 2 the teacher continues to

provide a riCh.story contextfor die studehts. Such prompting is gradually

eP

faded as children's attention is directed toward the pictures and toward their

own anticipatiOh of the story events. For those children who need guidance in .

their reading, the .teachdqr continues toicomeent and to elicit phrases' which the

children real..in the text. The.use of redundancy of phrases and/or sentence

patterns is.pral,alent: In fact, verbal cues are still being given in Level 3.

For instance; for "The Crest Big Irormous Turnip," the title is read. Before

29
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.1

2 4

the chilodten are asked to read: The old man said, "Gsow, grow little turnip.

Grow sweet. Grow, 'rat little turnip. Grew strong." the teacher says, "Theold

mon talked, to the turnip he had planted and told it to grow sweet and strong."
I

gm

411

30
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The_students who, are listening to the teacher are given strong cues for reading.

Dy Level 4 (end of Grade 1) these cues are dropped indteacher guided

.,.reading consists of literal comprehension and inference questions and some

statements to set a purpose for reading each page.

As the students b one more proficient, they are expected to read more

independently, and teacher prorpts are minimized. In, some instances, as at

Level 5, "How the World Got Its Golor'she teacher's editidasuggests that,
. !

"children will benefit from reading and discussing the fiist two pages of the

story before continuing intpendently" (p. 35) while for other stories the

suggestion is to "Encourage children to read (the whole story) independently.

Air there are some who need help in the initial reading, use some-or all of the

guidance that follows" (p. 84). "Guidance" at this level usually implies key

questions posed by the teacher., At the end of every story, suggestions to the

teacher are given for checking coup!ehension and for providing students with
. ,

an opportunity to react to the story.

in NIS most of the stories are Dead-Aloneer, and the provision for teacher

involvement with them is minimal. At each level eight Read-Alonb Books are
/

available from which the students select as many as they wish to read. I

noticed in the classiL I visited that these books, along with the games,

,tended to be assigned rather than selected. I expect this would vary fron one

,
*.

school situation co another. The books are written using a restricted'

vocabulary and controlled sentence structures. There are no comprehension

46
questions asked foliating the reading. Appendix r'gives an example of a

Read -Alone at Level 2. The children are expected to approach the task:of
4

reading a story in a similar manner to the way they have been guided by the

audio cassette 'instruction, or the teacher4 earlier on. That is, they are

ampected to read stories for meaning, responding to the familiar and frequent

words as whole words, and to approachthe unknown worts V\fh the sound blending

.31
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N1=

technique and the use of contextual cues. This approach is practiced in the

"Group Stories" which are prescribed, two per, level, throughout the fourteen

levels. Appendix G presents the teacher/group interaction scheme for the.first

of these stories, Sasha: It dIffers's at SF's early siciry

There is very little_teacher modeling, but there is some (see p. 8). It NRS,'

the stor4y'line is expected to be'
carried'isore by-the printed text than by the

.

teacher's explanation. The teacher asks 'questions which the text will answer

in US; whereas in SF the teacher enriches the contextle cue the reading of

the text.

By Level 7 of MRS inn -the -group reading situation, the teacher introduces .

the characters, sets a purpose f r silent reading, asks for oral reading by

the children of specific sentences to' answer queitions, and orally reads some

of the sentences and paragraphs herself.' The epphasis in the group spery
LL

reading is oti using contextual cues. The approach expected of the child after

the first few levels is not significantly different as we View NRS group stories
111

and SF pupils' books. The differences becomi more obvious when we note that all

-Students, including the poorer readers, are expected to cope edth the Read -Along

Books in MRS independently, whereas only the better readers will be reading

I> pendently In SF ThisindefiendenCeikhaq been structured into the NRS progAm

fro? the beginning. The
,

Read-Alone. are composed of only vocabulary for which

the program has prepared the child., The books are in,tended\to serve as a bridge

between uorkbook'activities, teacher guidad group reading and tradebooks in the

real mild. In contrast to this, SF pays little attention to reading vocabulary

./

development or word recognition. skills. Teteethe guidance-of the teacher

continues to be a necessary pare of instruction for the less able children.

N'
The diffeTent way in which tLe korkbooks are used in NRS from the studybooks

. .

in SF dimms also contributed to indepekleni. mastery. Let us compare that aspect",

11,

of the two programs briefly.

32
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Studybooks and Workbooks

277

Workbooks usually are a-major component Pf .reading prograns,et the earliest

levels. We'examined this compenent for each program and will describe how .it is

used; first in SF and then in NRS.

The studybooks of SF are used as an introduction to skills helpful in

reading a new story, or as a follow-up of concepts or skills used in the story,

or as a complete lesson in and of itself. At the bottom of every page of the

SF studybooks the emphasized skill is stated. These skills tend to support the
"-"T

emphasis given in the-teacher's edition and set forth in Appendix A. , The

content of.the studyboeks is attractive and the format suitable. Responses in

Levels 1-4 idclude: .underlining the correct choice or sentence in a passage,

marking an "x" in an answer square, and circli4 a word. Levels 5-8 add

responses of writing in words, phrases, and sentences; selecting a choice,

.
A, B or C, for each of eight or more queitions; numbering sentences in sequence;

and drawing linei to indicate matches.

A random selection of pages was sampled to analyze the extent to which the

stated Objectives were apt to be Met by the responses reauired of the students.

"Associating letteri and-Sounds" is 'one such objective. The teacher is to

guide the students in underlining the word choice which begins with the sound

of the letter.

.,.

(See Figure 5) A sentence emphasizing the sound is ncluded.

Insert Figure 5 here

If the teacher guides the reading rn the entire page, studentsceill

4

read it all. Bowever,,if teacher guidance is omitted, Grudents are apt not to

read all the print included. Thcy can simply underline the word that begirt,

with the letter given in the same row as a stimulus and they say or Way not

attempt to read that word, which is pictured. There is no reason to read the

sentences.

33
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The bear is in the boat.

Garden

34

goat

V

Bird
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Once
,
a baby woodpecker flew through

the hole of a birdhouse.
But-it grew too big to go out that hole.

So it began to peck around the hole.

Soon the hole was big enough for the

bird to get out.

Draw a line under the

tells (tifitt'the problem

2 flIco9olzlog story Problem

f

sentence that

.is..

.

,

.



When Did It Happen?

Miss Grant's class was going to the
Science Museum-to see baby chicks

hatch.. The children made name tags.

Miss Grant hired a bus.

When they got inside the museum, the
children walked toward the sign
marked Baby Chicks. Everyone liked
watching the chicks. The chicks

worked very hard to get out of
their shells.

When the/children got back to
school,' they drew pictures of
what they had ieen..Everyone
wanted to go to the museum again.

281

When did the children make name tags?

before the trip 0 during the trip 0 aiter:the trip 0

2. When did the children see the eggs hatch?
.before the trip 0 during the trip 0 the trip- d

3. When 'did the children draw pictures?
before the trip during the trip 0 offer the trip 0

itecognizing time relationships 14737
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Write the Word 282

stilts laptern grape harp wizard.. otter

4

A is a small fruit that

grows on a vine.

A light that can be carried is

called a P

0

Long poles used to walk on .for fun are

called

to

4

. A is a large musical
instrument wilh strings.

is a playfutwater animal.

A storybook man who uses magic

is a
38

WW1 coat id cum (wad meaning) Tae a Giant Step 41
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61011eing lattersound cues is another stated'vbjective at Level 2. The

children are to nand the picture, read the sentence, read the words, and mark.

*an I in the answer, square beside the wog0 that begins with the'sane soOnd as

the picture. (Ste Figure 6.) Responses cane-be made by children without

reading any .on'the page they know the initial sound-letter agsociation.

Insert Figure :6 here..
In "recognizing story problems" the intent is for children to-read an

entire story and then go back to underline the problem. However, tbet may

oar
underline Abe problem even if they read only until tie sentence that relates

the problem is reached (see iigu4-7).

Insert Figure 7 here

Pages.desigad to teach children to "recognize time relationships"

(page 47,.level 4). suggest guided reading, but,students may read the page

, -
independently. -Questions following the selection Are "when" questions and .

answers might easily be guessed without reading the selection (see Figure 8)..
Insert FigUre.8 here

In "'NAN; context cues" the children are expected to select a word from

'those at the to of the page on the basis.ofsen ence context (see Figure 9).

They must read; there is no other way-they could leer the correct-word. It

is a good test of tending and using context cues.

.

Inmert.Figure 9 hereamms.
0

As.wiih most workbpok pages the SF stud books are directed toward specific

06jectivesbut the responses maybe made by children following i diffirent
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,

procedure then the one desired and, in neral, less reading.is often done than

//

the authors intend. Most pages test 4 skill rather than teach it. However,
7

they do,elovide practice on the skills outlined, although not necessarily by

/
reAdinithe entire page.

/

1

NRS workbooks are alio deeignedto teach specific skills, A variety of-

/2

formats are introduced by the teacher in Levels 1 and 2 and the teacher gui

the stadents through the exercises, asking them to read all the - material

presented. Segiading at Level 3, the audio cassette takes over this instruc-

,
/,

tion for introductory pages of each lesson, and the student is required to do

several pages independently fox'each Fesson as weIl.

liormats ineiddeaelecting the correct word that corresponds to a picture,

selecting tbe/correct picture that corresponds to a printed word or aentence,

underliningYletters in words that correspond to isolated phonemes or word

/!
pa tterns' catching Words and sentences to pictures, yes/Ao responsee, and

Belect,fng words to go in blanks. (See Appendix y for examples.)

/A ratdom selection of pages from NRS workbooks reveals one of the problems

/

oCturring in,g.studybooks. When a page presents a quaatity of print to be

/
read it may be the case that children can respuud to quostioni without reading

// .
the entire page (e.g., page 138 from level 1 in Appendis II). However, without

making a formal count,-it appears that the NRS pages are more successful in

-posing questions /exercises which re quire reading of the text than SF: _The

-
.celective. of each page is not specifically stated in NRS workbooks, therefore

0
AO analysis similar to that done above for SF is not feasible. 4

.

Some persistent and4relevanc questions arise for both progr, the

.answers to Which era trodolpsome.
411'.

For SF: Whet 4re.the apectanciis set up in thvhild by laving the

teacher: play such a large role in guiding the'readiug, including eliciting

exact oral language patterns Which are then pr' !rated in print? What

4

c

40
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strategies,are the children actually learning? Should we expect them then

to ask their own questions, set their own purposes? Also, consider that

the children a) use what they know of the,world and their language to

00.
understand what the print is communicating at this early level and then

3) use pieces of that "message" to inductively learn .letterasound asso--

ciations. Is'this in conflict logically with the aiw of using letter-

.:

sound knolledge to recode printed voids into oral words in order'to

understand what the print is communicating? In SF readers, correspon-

dencei taught are not put in a context whe 'is necessary to use

/

mom to deCoa. Now ddres the child then liar* that the knvaledge- of letter-

*,
sound coriespondences it useful in reading?

O

For US: Because of the tight structure built into NRS and the relatively

greater control of student behavior, much of their material is suitable for

research questions. A few which come to mind irmediitely are: 1) Can all

children be led successfully through the detailed blending process? 2) HMI

sight one deteriine, in the context of the program, the optimal number of

letter-sound associations for any individual student; i.e., when does context

effitiently "take over)" ,how such phonicsis. "enough'' "toe, little?" or

4

"too much?" .3) Does making the long vowel and the final silent eiprompt
I

children tattead to these cues rather th,-.11 the spelling .pattern? 4) What are

the-relatively more difficult lessons? Why?: Researching such questions would,

adilttedly,Ausep the prograe "in the lab" for several more years, and it way be

mote impoktant now to have it published and follow its use in schools, but the

queetimwsre'tantalizing.

Troublisore to this reviewtr, at the present thee, is some of the elaborate.

mad slowly paced teaching fa NRS. Forvany children, such of, this is unneces-

eary. Wile the developers toll us that the.more capable-students go through

dial= prograi more rapidly,' certain questions are haunting. If children are
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capable of coming closer to the desired mature reading behavior early in their

reading instruction, does it affect their understanding and positive response

to *Wing if they are forced to go through specific tasks? Once again, the

attitude of the teacher and the classroom "climate" will exert a significant

Influence:

Summary. Away to graphically display some of the major differences

between the two programs is presented in Figure 10 which is a simplified

adaptation of R. Shay's acquisitional sequence of the "language accesses" in

reading (Shuy, 1975).

0eilimem.,
Insert Figure 10 here

The lines drawn in are tentative at best, but for future progiam
,

*

evaluations one misfit consider having the program developers estimate the

slopeof each line themselves. These could then be verified by reviewers.

Such a scheme does portray the major emphasis of each program and helps the

,11

evaluator keep in mind the direction of tae program as well.

1

42
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M examination of tests in any given program allows us to determine which

abilities the developers formally'check for in the children. One would assume

those abilities tested vouldhave been assigned the greatest significance; or

they would not be tested. The following analysis on the content of one End -of -

Level Test (Leiel 3) and a Skills Assessment Tess (Level 2) frog SF and the

content of several Progress Checkt from FIRS gives a slightly different flavor

for the'eimphasis.iinplied in each programis design._

SF End-of-Level 3 Test

reS

oughout this test a set of items )resents a stimulus with 3-choice

The. first 23 items are of the format gbown in Figure 11. One finds

Insert "vat_ 11 `here

that tbircorrect alternatves for these 23 items contain only nine words which

are indexed as having been used more than once A the pupils' books,'Levels

1 to 3; eight-of these and eleven (ot 19 response words) were fouO in the

deresponding studybooks.. The students then must rely on letter-sound

. .
correspondences to respond correctly, to the remaining four items and they may,

in fact,'use that strategy to respOnd to the others as well. As all initial

4- -
letter-sound correspondences have been taught by the eud of Level 3, that

strategy for word identification would be a likely choice. For the fit* 12

items, it ia, an efficient strategy: only the correct choice has an ,initial

letter that matches the sound in the'stimulus item. However, in item 12-23

the students must use ,a strategy focussing on theviedial vowel`if they do not

recognize the whole word. three choices for each of these items -have the

sale initial consonant. If the child could label the pictur# correctly, hear

the vowel sound in that vor0, and find its representation amongst the

altarnative4 he:vould be successful. A11 the vowel representations used in

the correct choices have been taught. Incidentally, it is entirely unneeassany-

45
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to read the entire sentence containing that picture as a rhebus for the missing

mad. Sentence reading is.of no more help than picture'vord matching in

salactics the correct response. The particular format used in this test of

selecting the correct word using either the whole word or the letter-sound

cuss stratigy is not found in the studybooks.

Items and 3434 are two sets of "wh" questions each of which follows.

a story and has a three-choice response format. This format is a ftmiliar

exercise in the itudybooks. Test questions of this type vary in difficulty and

may be inewered by various means. In a somewhat oversimplified categorization,

these items fall into eh% following two (the numbers in parenthesis indicate

me!

the nuaber, of items for Uth type):

a) can be answered merely by looking at pictures (2).1

b) can be anausred with minimal reading and the pictures (1).

i) reeding. acts present (6)

d) reading. inference necessary (2)-

One story is the "sverydise type and one is fantasy and the vocabulary and

language patterns are similar to What the Childrenhave been reading in their

,

book** These 11 itees. seem to reflect the,stated emphasis of the program.

Items 35-50 focus on vowel letter-sound correspondences and the children ,

are required to select the correct response from three alternatives once again.

They are to choose the printed word captaining the same vowel sound found in

pictures and ptinted.word in isolation for items 35-45 and found in a pictured

and printed word in context for its 46-50 (see Figure 12). Reading the

. 7 Insert Figure 12 here411.6
. 4:eaten, or sestences.in its 46-50 will help tile child to read the target

*pa (heir say be necessary because of ambiguous pictures), but it is possible ill

4,7
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- to respond riCtly by reading only the underlined or target word in the

.0. stimuli's correctly identifying the picture.
.

Children may avoid reading the

emotes= #t they so desire. All three alternatives in each response set have

the:sans/v.461 letter present, butindifferent spelling contexts. For instance,

/ \ .

: thraz, di oes for fa/ night be words with a foil ed by a consonant (s), followed

by L0 followed by a consonant and final s. the children must know that

the ]Metter a represents different somas in different spelling contexts and

they/ must know how to identify these contexts. This is a format familiar to

them from their studybook exercises. --

Is summary, for the Fad -of- Level Tettin SF, 11 of 50 items focus

"directly on the meaning, on using context, and on reading larger dbunks..of

materials; these 11 thus reflect the stated Orimiry Objectives of the program.

The remaining 39 Items focus on letter-sound associations, not particularly

as c to meanies, but more as a skill.

The Skillsles:ssment Test (Level 2>

Twelve skill mean are defiled (One for sach.sUbtest), seven of which 6se

particular initial consonant letteressumd cues and consonant blends. As

analyeis of the it in each sUbtest for using Letter-sound'cues reveals that

knowledge of those cues is necessary and that alio, having that skill is

.

sufficimat; i.e., reading the CORM= is not ne'cessary.

4

Is other stibtests, the circling of specific words in sentences tests word-

or

boundaries, IOW questions test cause-effect, sorting pictures teats
-

distinguish/as real from fanciful content, and answering wept

\questions following a reading selection tests the effective use o picture

Wats:it, sod latter-mod cues. Only ow subtest raises, some questions with

reword to eliciting appropriate behaviors. In that subtest, the intent is to

me platers@ cues to Wulf, plate relationships and read oaggeocee..411es taile010

litilIostroted is note 13. The picAre preebbiycues sissy of the words is
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The rabbit is on the swing.
The rabbit is under the swing.
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Insert Figure 1.3 here

11,

the sentence. However, the place.reistionship words (in the example, "on" and

"Udder") have to be read to determine which sentence matches the picture.

[naffing the place relationship in the picture does help the student to

anticipate the print, but other wfrds,in the sentence are more obviously

cued by.the picture.

The purposes for which thesn.subtests were designed - periodic diagnostic

0

testing of skills - seem to be adequately met, judging from the one available,

for emanination at-Level 2. We read that these skills are taught in .irt to

achieve meaningful reading, but meaningful reading,'per se, constitufeS a

minimal part of the testing program. However, another testing technique, that

is the teacher's use of. the miscue analysis outlined in the=teachiespeditiO-r..

is a direct attempt to determine if the child is using syntactic and tic'

cues in his minding and therefore, by inference, comprehending.

US, Progress Checks

From the very first lessons in NRS,-the progress cheers occur of almost'

every one of the ten lessons at each level. (See Appendix I or examples of

these tests.) They'consist of one page of oral reading by t e children and

the teacher scores the correctness of their responses to only selected key

words. I analyzed the words scored and they consistently include the,./

elemeqi(s) taught fn the preceding lesson. Beginaing at Level 5, a few items

mhich require choice answers by the stuInts are included at each level

check on comprehension.

It is a curiosity of more than passing interest that the students in NRS

(a pr which initial emphasis is on phonics) read sentences and short

stogies individually to their Lesch:A- who scores them on specific words to

.ftterstme iethey hale "mastered the taught," whereas in SF
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.

(a meaning1emphasis program) the larger number of test item reality* little
. .

.
1

contextual reading and specific tills are tested to determine if the-Children

are able to "read for meaning." In the case of MRS, the context could prompt

the correct readidg of the key words, rather than mastery of the elements;'

and in SF, mastery of the elements could, in many cases, provide correct

reponses without. contextual reading. Olte'has to pause and reflect on this

phenomenon for its implication for both theory and practice.

Ir

52
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Content

While most youngsters have a high degree of motivation fdr learning to

read, the content of the reading program itself may prdvide furgit

iotivatioryi Some subjective judgments may be made about motivational value

by simply examining thestory and picture content of the materials in both

programs and the format of the instructional materials.

Scott Foreseen Content

The books in the SF,program are nothing short of delightful. They are

appealing in design and very colorful. Beginning with the very easiest books,'

the content includes fandiful stories, common experiences of Children,

selections about animalsi suggestions for craft projects, poetry, folk tales,

and scientifiC selecfiodk. Reference to Appendix A will indicate the

different literary forms incorporated. Children's art enhances each book's

cover and the illustrations within include 'diagrams; black and white and color

Obotographs; realistic, fanciful, and surrealistic art; and a variety of media

and styles. The print is clear and-the amount of print per-page increases

gradually over the eight levels addlyzed, From Level 7 on there is a glossary

giving explanations of unfamiliar words as well as information on places

referred to in the text.

Examples ofrstories from Level 1 and Level 4 of SF are included in

Appendix J to jive an indication of the coutentfor these first grade books...

_While story'content of these can be replicated here, certainly the flavor of

the books themselves cannot. Illustrarilins and tither format characteristics

ehich provide interest are missing. One notices immediately the literary

quality that can be achieved in.these early stories when vocabulary is not

restricted in terms of the number pi new words introduced nor the rigularitfr

of letter to sound relationshipa. If there ire controls over the syntactic 's

etructeres.usedhey are not obvious ...tither. At Level 4, end of first grade,.
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the following, complex sentence structure appears: "The dragon wad hap,

because no one was afraid f him, and he had lots of !fiends" (The Little
.

Knight, 4 24). The rhythm d tempo of the selections, the "flow" of the

V language, lo to speak, is quite natural. Sensitive at ehmfect,that on trial

U

runs, children's "MISCUES or errors arose moistly from the use of unfamiliar"

..

language or with concepts, these early stories are'written

in a manner designed to

descriptioi of 51,.. One

appeal, the SF recede

of children's li

iniroduce the students t

he* "read themselves," according to oae program

4
intuitively feels that from the oint of view of

eAugt superior and very much like the wider world

.._That is.in keeping with the program objecti4es to

o literature and to motivate them 4...read. It Is

importittleto note'that, although somechildren may be able to read Ttie Little

Knight, bevel 4 (S4e Appendix K)-near the end of first giade, the instructional

procedure includes a gieat deal of guidance from the teacher with sulirted

.motivating comprehension; and discussion questions for children whoiare not

1 _ --I
able to read independently.

New Primary grades Reading Sys tens Content

MRS is still in experimental form and it is indeed with some reservations

that 1 comment on its eye - appeal. While the illustrations are all very good,

they are done, in the same style in black and white for trial use. I assume

these features will change with cormertial publication. The literary. forms

inceiporated in the series of Read -Alone books for levels _2 - 8, include many

realistic fiction or personal interest selections and'fantasy se,lections, a

few informational A/ides:and some poetry. Manyrof the per,sval interest

storirmare oriented toward city oucgsters. The number of words. per part

z

increases gradually over the eight levels of- Read-Alone books reviewed.

The authors state that new salience structures are first introduced in

the group storrsituetion rather than !n the Read-Alones, and that "NRS slowly

54
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increases the coepleXity of tence structure under the guidance of the .

teacher" Click & Mitroff, 1972, p. 76). The intent is to assist the students
f .

298

in transferring their orml/aural knowledge of structure to the printed'

.language.. Aq example of a group story is presented in Appendix L for Level 7.

_/
'tillocabulaty inthese group readers is c ontrolled arid at the earliest levels it

,

is diffiCUlt to avoid entirely some awkward language patterns.

However, at She end of fleet grade in the Read-Alone Books ILevel 7). we

folihd such complex sentences as "The foxes were so glad to be free that they

went back and had fun at the winter party" (Boxes of Foxes, p: 19): The

cantint,ofone of these Read-A1cie Books for the first graders (Level 7)-is

presented in Appendix M. It takes s great deal of imagination to create

stories.with'a vocabulary restricted to certain letter-sound correspondences

and a limited.nunberof sight words and MRS has done well. However, the result,

of necessityoldoes include language patterns that are,not entirely natural nor

literary and story noes that are also restricted.' The authors intended that

these books be teed alone by all students who have Advanced-to the assignee`

level and no teacher-tifided reading isexpected. This expec!ation that. .

teChildren be able to read alone hasexerted a strong iuflsence of the content

: of these readers. A careful analysis indicatep that if the phonic elewents

and stigtwords taught are mastered, one would expect the books to be mastered

as well. It would be interesting"to know if children impose their own

- .,
-

language patlOins.in
.

these stories that are written ed 'that the children' can.'
4

master-the printed word. And would such reading behavior be considered good

or b y the program'divelopers?

'Tor ighly successful stulett,-reading onhisLowp in SF of MRS is

. .

passible., and the content of SF does,:intuitively-haye mor41 appeal.' The lea's.

suecageful-students re apt to-nedguidance eiOer from the teacher or the'
.

. . o - -

structure of a controlled vocabulary. Guidance from the teather'ia-provyed

55
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for the less able SF students who cannot and do not read alone.,, The NBS

299

students are able to, and required to, read alone and the content is structured

for.them to dO so. If there is motivation in idettaction With the teacher and

one's peers,SF provides that as the group reads their stories together. If

there ill intrinsic motivation for children in mastery and in.knowing chest have .

Mastered a skill, the content indKRS is more apt to'provide that fora of

idotitatiOn evap for the less able studente.

-1
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Other Motivational Features

OM, senses moilvation fir reading the selections themselves in the SF
4 -

readrars'and motivation for mastering the reading skill and.being able to read

A
the content in the MRS readers. IAA for other motivational aspects of dig

program, it is beyond, the scope of this paper to go into any detai

would like briefly to note some-ether features of each program

particularly motivating.

SF encourages projects associated with the yed.kig and pre-story

discussions of their own experiences: Reading tends to focus such of the

activity in the classrooms. bother motivational aspect is the occasional

letter east ices to the parents informing them of what reading experieNs the

children. are having in their classroom.

1
.

,

The extensive use of sapipulables in RRS is striking: games, flip-a-

words, audio cassettes and recorders with headphones, andevin the Read-Alone

P.

storybooks which are available for independent reading., IndixtiCal and

personal attentioo.froi the teacher at regular intervals and Arequent mastery

checks are also motivating factors.

a
Motivation and.atteitioi are no *mall part of begindlhg reading. A sore

complies program analysis ought to include how attention is, learned and

f

reinforced in reading programs and how that reinforcement is faded. We should

note how the cluster Of behaviors we call.attention is first taught and then

how it tassel° be the intent, of the reader rather than the teacher. .

r
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Individualization

Surely there are a multitude of problems when one attempts to adapt an

educational program to individual differences. To my knowledge, n e of the

currestAheories of the acquisition of reading skills has incorporated

parameters of individual differences. With or without theoretical rationale,

the desire to design instructional systems that take into account individual

differences is very evident. The literature on new programs is laden with

assurances that these progpaas dm provider for individual differences. Such is

the case with both.reading programs analyzed in this paper. From the program

announcement of SF: -"Materials in Beading Unlimited tan be combined to

accommodate differences in children, their timing, and your classroom organize-
-

tion." And from the Beck and Mitioff (1972)' paper: "NRS is described as an

individualised-adaptive system. It is individualized in that it permdts

children to progress at various rates, it allows for different routes to the

_mastery of an objective, and it is organized so that a teacher can monitor a

classroom of children doing different things at different times. It Is

adaptive in that alternative teaching strategies are available to meet the

needs of different children and for the requirements of different task's" (p.35).

Let us-examine how each Program implements their concern..
ti

plans in Ereifer ideas for rpersonalizing instruction" that max)

ate to edetional work on speciktc skills, exteuding,the reading to more

,difficult selections, etc. Each teacher's edition contains an explanation of

and.directions for miscue ana

the program's authors). An analysis at the "variations from the text" made in

,

(developed by Dt-. Kenneth Goodman, one of

oral reading may be an ed to estimate how well the'student is using syntactic

cues or graphic'cueband o note whether students are self-correcting the

%deems." whicralter the meaning of -'the text. -Additionally,-private
6 ,
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conferences with the children to discuss heir progress, as well as the story
L

=intent, are highly recommended by Dr. Helen Robinson, another co-author. .

The extent of indivIdualiation in SF then is dependent upon the

teethes's initiative in adhpting to variations in childreilis performance and

""ftiftrow
her-willingness to incorporate the any suggestions given. However, specific

suggestions thit offer an alternative to the basic approach to instruction were

P ,

not evident in the program. As discpased in the section on skills, the authors

of ,SIP espouse an inductive methodology which emphasfies the meaning of the

passages in the-pupils' books. The hierarchy of skills is from the largest

meaninglail units, dawn to letter-sound relationship6,and no provision is made

for children who are unable to cope with this strategy.

In an SP clattrooM, the teacher asseubles groups'of children to read and-

discuss stories together. One, assumes that the first grade teacher will make

judgaenta concerning the students' reaol4ress for tegHipg and then group thew

accosdingly. End-of-level tests and criterion referenced skills assessment

testa help in deciding whether a pace that is too fas: has been set for an

individual and whether or not review is necessary, and one assumes that

adjustmenss in group assignments are m..4e accordingly.

NRS; on the other hand, is*definitely designed for individualized,/

4
'pacing. The first two levels'Of the program only are taught to groups

of students. At these levels-each,iroup moves at a pace geared to its

facility with the program. DurilgLahlstime, self-management.schemes

Are taught and then, beginning at Level 1, the teacher makes a daily

.assignmegt,.or prescription, for every individual. Because feview work

ether amnipuisifies but the road is pretty well charted through the cassette led
I

59 -

4 U,..

is necessary for some children and because the assignments may vary

in the amount of work expected, students are very soon working on different

segments and at different levels ii.cordiig to their individual needs.

Differentroptee are "available" for the child in terms of names and

S
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Lastruction-aad.the workbooks. The review sequ built,ln for students who

do not achieve asstery on progress checks tqbe?end of each lesson are

"tors of" rather than "different from" the instruction already given; i.e., the

basic approach regains the same.° Later, the techniques offered as alternative

teaching strategies (after child has failed at least two timesto caster the

skill in the prescribed manals.) include first: tutoring-the child following

the same basic procedures'in moving through the several levels of difficulty

for letter-sound cqTrespondences. In addition, tracing the letter is a further

suggestion. The procedure for blendingiis altered and instead of blending

sounds into words, the strategy is to begin with the whole wordobreak it into

ik its c t sounds lid then blend into the whole word.

While aiii two.alterhatiires are suggested, he instructional method

usierlying the program does not change. Theiderarchy of skills is fron the

lowest discernible units, the letter-to-sound relationships up to words, and

. sentences and meaningful reading-of continuous text and little provision is ;

mode for children who are unable to cope with'this strategy.

All eleven students in the classroom I visited were progressing in NRS.

tancesit'is still an "in -haulm" program I asked whether or not,any children in
Aft,

other NIS classrooms had been given an alternate program with an entfrely

different structure.

Mort this procedure

in their own skills

While the answer was, "yes," the authors obviously felt

night not be necessary once teachers-,gain more confidence,:

in implementing the program. The opportunities for

individualization which ire present in the program are greater than in other

as familiar th, .id the uthors may be correct in their assumptionprograms I

that it is enough. At least-4y sho

significantly in this important direction.

given credit. for moving

I'd like to submit a personal note on individualization at this point

!Which cannot be identified as a part of AT analysis. However, I think it is



important to thsori and instruction.

Beginning readers are differenak Their behavioral repetoires are

different, their strategies for thinking about their world are different; and

their persopelity characteristics are different (lamsky and 141Hirsch, 1972,

Durkin, 1972). Because they all learned.language in a stellar way, though

possibly on a different time line, does not necessarily mean that they will

alllearn to read in the same way. At the most obvious level, instruction

in the first grade has to be geareJ toward children whose chronological ages

range over a full year.

tion, particularly those

a successful first grade

304

The provisions made for individualization of instruc-

that go beyond pacing, appear to me to be crucial for

experience. And the success of that experience is

crucial for ego and scholarly development. _

Procedures which might be introdecd to effectively individualize initial

reading instruction are stiZil absent from beginning program. however, more

research is needed prior to prescriptive methOdologies.

. .
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(SMEARY AND CONCLUSION

,_This examination of two very different'plamned approaches,to initial

reading began with a presentationof the scope of each props, and an.

overvjew of obvious, differences between them. A comparison of "teaching/

learnitigstrateglei related to various linguistic units graphemeeiphoneses,

word patterns, words, sentences

analysis of the workbooks. The

and stories) was then ade Asfwell as an

testing program and its relationship to the

objectives of each program vas examined. The content of the students' books

aud other motivational aspects of the program were discussed a& finally we

looked at the extent of individualization possible under each program.

Simaar analySeelOwering'these some aspects in other programs, might allow

educators to know whit options are available for initial instruction in

reading. Further, such analyses dawsuggest areas for further research)

What outcome of the analyses presented in this paper might lead to

research on reading theory? And how might that theory help-in furthkr

programing? As I have worked through these progralm 3 have again been

convinoed that many hypotheses need to be researched wit programs. One

might, for instance, want to research questions about the behaviors and

cognitive processing of ild being taught with a program similar to SF

quite apart from research on those same questions with children learning in

NRS.

Differing hypotheses about how children learn to read need to be

formulated and tested on children who are being taught'in various.wdys.

Systems similar to each of the two investigated in this paper and other

systems which show specific contrasts in any of the characteristics analyzed-
,

"ought to be included. We suspect that there Is more than one way-to learn.

to read. The sere fact that cttilOrcn have leained under systems as
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contrastive as SF and NRS suggests that this is so.' What is challenging co

research and pedagogy alike is that children have 'failed to learn under

-different kinds of instruction as well. Once beginners begin in 41 specific
n

pregrinii: they soon fall into one of several categories: either they learn

that which we teach them, they learn in spite of what we_teach them, or,

sadly, they learn. That fact influences the child's future success, in

reading and other acedeiic as well as several and emotionll areas as well.

For these reasons', research in beginning readirig instruction ought, to

continue, but-perhaps within a planned sequence.

General consensus now has it that there has been a rise in the mean

achievement on standardized tests in first and second grades. Some have

attributed that improvement to the shift toward the reclusion of a phonic-

cosponent at the earliest levels (though that has not been proven, to ay

knowledge). However, does such inforrion help us to select program for

our "at risk" children? DOSS any of the research focus on the loae3 .502 of

the children and ask what is more effective'utth them. or if they also are

now better achievers? Are :here differences within this group in learning

strategies? One.might hypothesize that the differences in achievement which_

have occurred are largely a function of raising the scores of children in the

upper end of the continuum rather than Se lower. However, to my kn

no data have been analyzed to address that hypothesis. There appearto bela

need to reconsider the implications of data that have been accumulate4f

We need to Ofsciously relate our research in beginning reading

instruction to theory. Would it not he piosiiblet-ap behaviors of young

children to determine' where they Ire in their cognitive develcipment and to t

research initial strategies in beginning reading in an attempt to sake a

notch betweat child characteristics and .program characteristics? We need tp-

be asking what abilities are necessary for succes.. in the different types of'
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programs: Sight word approaches -with thelr'straight us-response, tlaost h.-

paired associate type learning, say require different strategies than the

receding from letters to sounds, and thence to words and sentences which

must be resesbered.until meaning is attained (as in LRDC's program, NRS).

'And both of these types of progress must require different skills t an the

Scott Foreseen program which moves from meaning, through language, t print

and back again. Young children, particularly is nature children, perhips

find it difficult to attend.to syntactic, semantic, and graphic inforeetion

all at the same time in the beginning. *Different programs emphasize

different aspects, as-we have seen in this analysis, and I believe the

ch.11eage is to knew for whom each is most appropriate-the way a very wise

"first grade teacher knows. Can research and theory building all for

difareat processes for different children? And it help us in answering

questions about beginning reading that are still with us? If we sake some

penetrating obinervations of teachers and oechil,dren, along with our .program

aealysas, we nay move cloier to some answers.

I

I
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 44

Figure 5.

Figure 6,

Figure 7.

Figure 8.
4

Figure 9.

c\ilgure 10.

Figure rl.

Figure 12.

Fire 13.

Figures
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Sequence of levels of instruction and pupil Materials for

Scott Foresman's Reading Unlimitil-(1976) andPittsburgh

Primary Grades Readina Svittit--trough the second grade.

41.

General clad of a typical lesson' in Scott Foresan's

lading (SF) (Level3)_,_

General flow of a typical LEDO's Rewl'rimary,gaga !Aga
Proton (US) lawn. (does not include possible review exercises)

A model of.the interrelationships among relevant dimensions of

reading behavior.

Exercise from Scott Foresman's Studybookvel 2, om-associating

letters and sounds.

Exercise from Scott Foresman's Studybook, Level 2, on using

letter sound cues.

Exercise from Scott Foreman's Studybook, Level 4, on recognizipg

story problems.

Exercise from Scott Foresman's Studybook, Level 4, on recognizing

time relationships.
4

ExerCise from Scott Foreman's Studybook,--Level 6, on using

context CAWS.

Proportfion of different language skills used ininitial "reading"

as taught by New Grades Reading System (NIS) and Scott

Foresman's Reading Unlimited. (ii) (See Sbuy, 1975)

An example of one item test format from Scott Foreseen's End of Level

mma, Level 3.

An example of item test format free Scott Foreman's End of Level

AIL; Level 3, focussed on vowel letter-sound correspondences.

An item Eros Scott Foreseen's Skills Assessment Test, Level 2.

6'
I



1 This schema Is

and is given a full

I b.

Footnotes

309

adapted from a scheme developed by Rively, Popp and Porter

explanation in lively, 1966.

. Throughout the paper the simplified phir7neme representations between\slash

marks has been used, similar to SF's notation. "Short" vowels are represented

by the vowel letter only (e-4., /a/ not /ae/) "long vowels are marked with a

bar (e.g., fi/ 'not /ey/)

.3 1

4do

.7
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APPENDIX A
Listing of Skills, Understandings, and Attitudes taken fron

Scott Foreaman, Teacher's Editiori, Reading Unlimited

Skills, Understandings, and Attitudes

The listing on these pages includes in concise form
the skiftel Viand understandings that are
dreelopedand practiced in Levels 1721 of Reading
Unlimited. It represents the cognitive and affectiie
bjectives of the total program. The skills printed in led
are the ones indexed at this level.

COMPIRINADOISIOPI

Decoding

use auditory disk.ctimir.ation

initial, medial. final sounds
Intonation (pitch, stress, juncture)
rhyme
sounds in the environment.

use visual discrimination .

sentences
shapes

sizes
words

colors
letters jc3pit3l

and sniatIforrns)
pictures

a Isle auditory and visual perception
A

. use letter-sound cues

bonsonanrs medial, fnaI)
consonant Wends

'consonant d:graphi
vowels
vowel digraphs
vowel diphftngs

use pic:ur-3 cces

action
characters
concepts and

proCessfiS

use context vies

details.
objects
position
sentences

abbreviations
antonyms. synonyms
base words. inflected forms.
compounds .
connotation, denotaU9n
contractions
oinlog carri;s

setSng
size
time
words

rived forms

homographs, homophones, homonyms., a"

pronoun referents
Pronunciatio;is . ,

relationship of words, phrases,,,sentenrei.

. word. phrase. science. pa-ae,rof.h meanang

use conventions of written language

abbreviations
acronyms
apostrophe
balloon dialog
capital {esters
colon
Comma

dish
dotted tines
ellipses
exclamation mark
fractions

.hYPhon
indention

left-to-right
. progression
mathematical

-formula '
musical notes
numbers
parentheses .
period
question mark
quetztittn marks
stimicblon
syllabication
4p
underscore
word:boundaries

Language experience

extend listening skills

associate oral and written language

increase vocabula:f

Increase concepts

identify sta:ernents.- questions. exciam:3".1cns.
commands, phrases

express ideas

313

recognize use of dialeCts

understand idioms_

10 recognize that words may have'more than one
meaning

recognize that many welds have similar mehrings

increase ability to read orally

recognize that longuageotianges

Relatleashi;.;

astatorus' general-specific
cause-ettes:.
class plary

part-whola

Main Idea and supportingxtetalis

ORIT1CAL READING

'Evolultion iii inirn-nntSan end Haas

rcattli,; and tasr.itut content

(wake Int-riSf._-.

)0 drew' :.44t..,!antsat.,111,-cit

stquance
z.iza

time



04.

leeks generalizadons

myopia authoes point of dew

ocognize authors purposes

oisognize INustrator's purposes

nuke and/or withhold judgmefents

evaluate author as.an authority.

distinguish fact and opinion

distinguish relevant ang irrelevant InformatIgn

evaluate ideas for a given purpose

evaluate adVertisements

recognize bias. prejudice

ssiect and infatuate information from
difiererst sources

situp's, moms

Alphabelical order

Oictionary

locate entries

S

alphabetical order of general position
bass words in inflected or derived tonne

ces-references
way aloe*
guide words

derive meanings

abbraviabons
&Indiana
hesitographe
illustralive sentences
'Node

6

derive pronunciations

assent
diacritical mots
foreign pronunciations ,.

hal pronunciation key

7,, "
Kee words

S

Relent. stools

aletanaos

AtilloPePtlise
card cabins
diclionades
*Modes
segydegedis

parts of speech
pictures
run-ons
special meanings

pronunciedon\gegeli
shaft pronunciation key

variant produncikions

aszitirts

.9=
tables of contents

wept ads

71

A

Graphic aL *bier teatedels

calendars
charts
diagrams
9riPhe
identification

keys,

Textual aids

abbreviations
annotations
by4nes
ceptions
credit lines
dateNnes
editors no*
Piloguss
footnotes
forewords
grid lines
headings

ms
scales
schedules
Smetabiee

tables
arm lines

Setting purposes

headlines

heednotesheadwords
keys
labels

10*mb
pbstscripts
production notes
subheads
subtitres
symbols
tines

Wars of -resding \

follow directions

preview

take tests

reread forispecific purpose

read for enjoyment or information

read ici confirm Wen

skim

re,

Adluet rate to porpoeqcontent
4-

Comparison;end at

Author's orgenizationof Ideas

recognize chronological organizatibn

riiclAniz; organization based on importance
of kleas

recognize episodic organization of mate/lie

recognize topical arrangement of ideas

recognize genforal-sPecitic arrangement,of ideas

recoiMite type and purpose of paragraphs

Orgenidng pnaliesaleadzing

wide tables. cash& or diagrams to
organize irdennalloa

Net items related In apeceic weis



ciaesifyitems in specific ways

make outlines to organize information

summate Ideas in statements and paragraphs

organize intormatiosafrom different sources

describe processes_

Wale pictures anclleare2

LITBRAHT SKILLS

LJterarysforms/kinds of writing

anecdote
alltoblOgraPhY
biboiaPhY
book jacket

dory
editorial
fable
fairy tale
fainter,
folk tale
hartu
hieborical fiction
how-to-cio-it article
informational article
intarriersr

journalistic narrative
legend

assents of style

alliteration
ifselect
exaggeretion
houratiiie language
flashback
loresha)dowing
humor
Imagery
irony
%wary ailus/4"n
metaphor
mood
Onomatopoeia'.
pavel structure

1

letter .
mystery story
myth
hews story
parody
picture essay

poetry
proverb
realistic fiction
recipe
review of Soar. TV.

or movie

science f.ction
short story
song
tall tare

personlication
point of view
pun
retrain.
repetition
rhyrhe
rhyme s :heme
rhythm
simile
slang

susPefoi,
symbolism
tone-

Foreknew okaanative writing

recognize whin?

identity stereotyped characters

idnritity traits, motives, and actions of
Cha'at.ter's

r
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recognize author's delineation of characters

recoilnize stay problem and soluwi

recognize conflict

recognize plot

distinguish narrative text and dialog

recognize theme

recognize descnpuve writing

ATTITUDLS AND HABITS

appraach re3d;:tp as a 'Via< 0 nee

seelsinezning tom yiritic.) rn,-;:e! cis

include reading as a leisure -lime activity

_ develop parmanent iritere;ts in

seek pnrtecrmateri&s related to I:Jerson&
interests and needs

broaden readinsi interest,

read vaiinclkiretfr, of .bkriipi

evaluate valichtsy of ideas expresed in written
Inateriais

share and discuss idiSas ft-orn pe-sonal

. reading

growiLri appreciation of well-wrstteri materials

Select some mateials to read

react emotionally to written matenes, whether
read or hem,

cespond to rhythmic andrro-;.3.A

'capture emotional viiNkin imagery

trk increase sensitivity to differences in people
and cultures

incrtase concein 'or r-113ic rif

increase concern- for envirorimirlt

enharie,-i s:.11i11:4ge 1

p appreciate traditional values of country and cultures

relate
sr:moral principles encountered in reading to

personal %
- ,

broaden scope of interests to include art

increase awareness Of career fiossibirsies*

ass to evaluate own progress
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APPINDLZ a

Level' 2, Studybeek pain. 4,
Scott Foresaw, Atliku Unlimited
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Which Word?
317'

APPENDIX C

Level 1, Studybook page 14

Scott Foresaan, -Reading Unlimited

Monkeys are funny.

MN.

See the balloon.

Donna is running.

a

(

IEd and Sue re here.

a o.

Pot isriding with Ann.

Torn likes his new bike.

e

it

Children are iustrucre,l to'draw a line betwien the words in
'each sentence. The %enrence is, read aloud by the teacher and

1y vnrd
. then the children are asked to circle a specific word, e.g.

Wing bou
ndancfunie in item 1.
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APPENDIX E

Balloons

From Scott Foresman, Level 1)

Page 2

Page 3

Teacher tells story: Evart morning Mr. Burton got
up may early. to blow up his

balloons. The he took them to

the soo.to sell.

Teacher tells: -Mr. Burton ads at the zoo with his
balloons before the animals vete

- awake.

Teacher asks How can you tell"that it is early in

the morning?
flo& you think Mr. -Burton might blow
up his balloons?

!Can anyone tell what kind of animals
Are sleeping here? '

Teacher tells: Today there weren't many people at the

zoo. Wben the bus arrived, a..x.cman

and some children got 6ff.
Mr. Purton was still sleepy, so he
didn't hear the children coping to
buy his balloons.

asks: What, made Mr. Burton jump'
How many children do you sae?
Where is Mr. Burton?

tells: He was.s6 surprised that.helet go of
the balloons, and they floated away
from him.

?salt'

.

Page- 5 Teacher

?lige 6.

Page 7

.

'Teacher asks: How do you this?* the children feel now? .

What do you think will Aappen next?

Teacher tells: Quickly, the boys and girls scrambled
around. trying to'help Mr. Burton catch

Teacher tellse' Janet grabbed one as it flaw by her
face. -She calledere is the yellow
one."

Teacher asks: Look, at the sentence on this page.
Who thinks, they can'read what Janet

isre is the yellow one. called?
b

.

-Children read: Heie is.the yellow one.

Page 8 Teacher tells: Danny found one by the fence.". He
shouted, "Here is the blue one."



4

Page 8

dere is the blue one.

Page 9

Mere is the red one.

Page 10
Mere is the orange

-Page .11

Appendix 'E

Teacher asks: Who can read what he shouted?

Children read: Here is'the blue one.

Teacher asks:

Teacher asks:

Children read:

Teacher asks:
one.

Children read:

Mere is the black one,

. Page 12

Mere iL the while' one.

Page 13

Here is the brown one.'

'Page 14

Mere is the purple one.

Teacher asks:

$

Teacher tells:

Children read:

Teacher tells:

321

Where did Debbie find a bakloon?.

What did Debbie yell ,from the. tree?

Here is the red one.

What did Ken say?

Hire is the orange onc.

Does anyone know what ant!.

found the balloon by?

Yoshi tried to'catch one as it floated

over a flower bed. She grabbed for
the balloon and tried not to step on

the flowers. Then she called. . .

Children read:

Teacher tells:

Children read:

Teacher tells:4

r

Page 15

Here is the greed one.

Children read:

reacher tells:

Here in the black one.

Mr: Burton caught two balloons.
Stretchier for the first one, he

said.
0

Here Tifhe

Then he saw
for .it with

called. . .

whits one.

the second ore, grabbed
his. other %and, and

Here is the brown one.

Carlos really had to run to catch

his balloon. It kept getting away from

hi.. But finally he caught-up With it.

As he reached for it, he shouted. . .

Here is the purple one.

Then .fey all heard a voice. calling

fro near the peanut sford. It

lip Elena. She had found the last

gilloon and was yelling. . .

Children teed. Here is the green one.

78
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Teacher tells-: Mr. Burton thanked the children
for helping dim and offered to give
each of thee a balloon. But the
childsen vere,sorry they had startled
hie and they wanted to buy the balloons.
So Janet got the yellow one, Danny
got the blue one, Debbie got the red
one, Ken got the orange one, Yoshi
got the black. one, Carlos got the pur'
plc 'one, and ,Elena got the green one.

Tescikr asks: Hipw does Mr.. Burtop look nstw that he
has all the balloons back?'
Sow.do you think the children felt ati
the end of the story?

4 1.
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I me Nan.

APPENDIX C )

'Sasha
(Level 2, NRS, croup Story)

Teacher:

333

Ldok at the,girl in the picture.
Is that Sasha? What is girl's
name?
Readthe sentence to yourself to
find out what Nan is saying
Let's read the sentence together.

Page 3 Teacher: Let's make sure everyone is on the
right page.. Point to pigs number 3.
Read the sentence on this page
yourself.
Reed the sentence outloud,_(chil9);

I an Ben.

./

littera "le Ben sitting? What is he

Let's go on to the next page, page 4:/'
/

Page 4 'Tem:heti' Look at the picture on this page. '-:
-J1 Where is Nan? (Reinfoice phrase ,

at Ben's tent.) F.
//' What is Ben coloring in his coloring

book? (Reinforce die word men.>
.:0 Now, let's go to tie two sentences

under the pitture.
Let's point' to the wor4f and read the
sentence about Nan togeeher.

Nan is at Ben's tent.

Teacher: Now, let's `read the sentence abont
Bien together. Ready?,

Ben can color the men.

. .

?'"--- ?sachet: (child), read thg twosentences for
us outloud.

..i-

. ,

Page 5

ep came.

/

Silha.is Sam's.

Teacher:. Who came to visit Nan and Ben? (Re -

inforce Sam or a boy and a dog.)
Read the first sentence for us,(child.)

Teacitsr: Point to the-word Sneha ca the page.
Now, say the word outloud. Now you
know who gasha is. Sash. is a dog.-..

Read the second sentence to yourself
to flid out who Sasha belongs to.

* '0

Teacher: (clild)., reed the'second sentence fog.

us:
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1 Nan met Samba?
Sen set Sasha.

Sasha ate.
Sam hint the can.

Appendix G

'Teacher: Sasha is Sam's pet.. Do rot! think

Sam likes to have Sasha as a pet?
Do you like pets? Why? Are dogs
the only kind of pets children have?
Look what Bay is carrying in hia are.

"Do you see the gan of &lig food?

Teacher: Read both sentences on this page

yourself.

Tilicher: Who did Saabs meet?
(thild), read the two sentences

butloud:
Look at Nan and Ben in the picture.
Nov do you think they feel 'about
meeting Sasha? Does Sasha seem to
"be a nice dog? What is Sam doing?

Teather:, Look -at Sam in the picture. What
did Sam do while Sasha ate? (Reinforce

phrase bent the can.)
Read both sentences hy.yourself.

Teacher: Read the sentence that tells what
Soothe didi (enild.)
Read the sentence that tells what
San did,(child.)
Look at AGM 'sitting at the tent.
What do you think he is doing? -

Teacher: What is Ben showing Nan, and Sim?
The, sentences under the nicture tell
what Den sald'wheu he cane over to
show Nan and Sam'the picture he had
made. You.read the first sentence

outloud for us, (child.)

I cap color Sasha

Teacher: I will read the next sentence. Listen.

"Sash,: is the best:P
This (point) is called an'exclamation
mark. It tells you that the sentence.

was said with an extited voice. Ben

was so happy and excited about meeting
Sash:that he said, "Sash. is the best!"
(child), read both of the sentences for

us. When you rend, nake your voice '

sound the way you think Ben's voice

I can color Sasha. would sound.

Saabs is the best!
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(Seven pages selActedIron NRS Workbooks, Level 4, Level 7, and Level 11)
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4

-
-

1. Is the short man eating *corn or meat?

L.Jr"' corn

meat'' 11.

2. Is the tall man ..petting. a c g or a hors,' ?

(:) a dog

a horso
p

Is VII hors running, or eating?
r

I V

running

ea -ting
111.06v sec, Ift-e child soiderstitndo the'fonmot of makrm: rri X tn the box pro.r inr thea 4 .

rOr Tett.
Level

v,p4:0rt.4.



Ben and Milc.0 are

They are
sisters!

friends.

boys.

girls.

Nan . and Mildred are.

'They are
friends.

brothers.

boys.

girls.

MIT 11(0 an .X on MT icifs cap.

a.

4. Miik0 a' ring around Mildred's hat.

114:
tellers! 2! IWO thk gWO orUftli4vot wetierof with the child. Correct the tegponses. Then ..e th- ,,,1

[...

vow! the two hewcenees outlawed.

100
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(from IRS Workbook, Level 7)
,

4

Stan buulpi.d bottlJ.

of coke. The coke bottle

dropped.off the table and

coke spilled's= the.fleor:.

Then Stan cleaned up the,

spilledceke.

1.' What happened firit?,

Q Stan bumped his bottle

of coke:

Stan cleaned upithe

spilled coke.

2. When did.Stan clean up

coke?
.

.

q...1441tfore the coke spilled

on'the floor'
. .

'0 after the coke spilled.

on the -floor

A

t

Thlf I the thild k difficulty
stailsod 4(01 him ohd

1

It started to rain. Mr. Pike

opened his Umbrella.

Then it stepped raining

W. Pike closed.his umbrella.

1. What happened first ?'

O If started to rain.

C l.It stopped raining.

2. When did Mr. Pike close his

umbrella?

before it stopped rainirfl.

with tier cloce7li of first, Irrif.ra. Jowl Patel OP this po =t, test env cr to. 13
0 Rftcr it stopped rai Ow!

1witii. lossitair .c.t too- 041 r. yoin. 1,i to tr.) 1 yvt thy te410. IP" of ,. .

/ V-'--
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'Pete went witirDen an to the zuu. H .

The boys DAed to watch the baby animals.`Pete

and Ben watched the zoo keeper give a baby zebra

a bath. The zoo keeper cleaned the zebra Until

,
hit-black and white stripes shined.

The boys saw a baby hippopotamus with a silly

fuzzy'hat on. The'boys laughed and,laughed because

the hippopotamus warded toearthe hat..

Pe/.e got h box of popcorn. Ben bumped Pete's

arm and spilled-his popcorb into the pen where

the ducts and squirrels' lived. The animals came

quickly to eat the popcorn: Ben boiled the popcorn

would not make them. sick.

The, boys watched the, lizards for a long time.

There were green,.red, and tan lizards; They -

climbed up and &writhe branches.of a small tree.'

They chased each other around the rocks:

At the end of the day theboys hated to go home.

1. Which one of the anithals wanted to eat sits hat?

athe zebra
-.4

the hppopotamds

0 the difek.

338

Which of the animals climbed up and down the 4..anChes?

C) the lizards

the ducks
\

the squirrels

3. Which of the animals ateP;te's popcorn?

0 the lizards

the ducks and squirrels

hated
4. The boys

"
to.go ho.ne.

102 ,
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a1. I am thinking-of a machine _which can measure how Duc h

pressdre is being pushed through the earth; This .

machine is on a piece of wood which is attached to the

earths What is the name:of the machine I am' thinking, of?

a telescope

a washing machine.

lb a seismograph

2. I am thinking of the building where scientists who study

earthquakes work. This building is fOun4 near the

fault from an old earthquake. What is thiS building

that I as thinking of called?

O a seismic observatory

a pharmacy

a skyscraper

.irivtend that you- are a scientist

who studies earthquaegi.. You are

working in your seismic observatory

and the seismograph starts to draw

wavy lines.

----17What could the wavy lines on the seismograph lean?

Uthst there is a loh of pressure being pushed through
the earth and that there sight be an earthquake soon

fl that there is not much pressure tieing pushed throUgh
the earth and that there is no hanger of an earthquake

103
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Read this story:

,.
r-

.

I 7 1 .- 1.

4"sed.04...

sinsmnxii

.(from W1S Workbook Level 11)
-

Eartnquakel. in

r

An Earthquake in the News

______ _. . ./ .

One day, Mr. Pike was reading,hi4 newspaper. He read

4. that there had been an earthquake out in the desert.

The newspaper story said that the earthquake had made
.

klarge-fault in the crust of the earth,. .and the ,earth

had_vibrated for many miles inall directions during the
..;

earthquake. But luckily, there were no people living near .

the place wfiere the earthquake ocCurred. No one had gotten

hurt. -4

Mr. Pike also read that many scientists had been able
. , . .

to .predict that the earthquake was going to occur. They had
, - 4

studied their seismographs in their seismic,observatories, and

they htd seen the seismographs start to draw wavy lines. if

there had been people living near where the earthquake was

going to occur, the scientists would h"ve hadtime: to-war-0-44w-

peosle and to tel l them to go to a place where there would have
.

been no damage.

A

4

1 ti
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'

Answer these questions about An Earthquake in the News:
.

1. Where Was the. earthquake that Mr. Pike read about?

in the woods-----

in the sea

(:)in the desert

341

.

2. Whafhad the earthquake done to the crust of the earth?
.

.

(:)It had made a large fault in 'the cruit of thq earth.

(:)Itha(sade a' large mountain in' the crust of the earth.

. ,
.

,)

Had scientists been able to predict that 'the earthquake

was going to occur?

yes

4. Th4 Scientists had studied their

. _

5. The scientists
would

would not

that the earthquake was going to occur.

telephones.

seismographs;

-10

M-;ie had tint to Warn people

[..

If chase ere asp sautes term bash to the story es page S7 sad show the child the paragraph to which t ....

pertteelor slower is tem:ad. lave kit reed 'that paragraph mall he fled, the tafermatLee that will awash

the Mattes. Mee hove Ifs terrace his errs?.
,

Level 11
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APPENDIX K

The Little Knight
by Anne Rowe

Level 4)

Once upon a time a king .and a queen

lived. in a big old castle.

Page 3.

The king and the queen were sad because
their castle was 'so cold.
Sometimes the queen' had to put on

a blanket to keep warn.
And the king had ttFput on an 0.1d fug.
Tbei they didn't look like a king and
a queen.'

Page 4

Something else mide.the king sod

queen ,sad. -They 'couldn't sleep

because a dragon kept them flasake. .

Page s

leery night the dragon sat in_hie cave on

tbe,1op of the Lill. Andhe roared and
roared and roared.

Page 6

The king and quieen didn't know.it, but
the dragon was sad too.
Everybody was afraid of him..
So one came to see him.
He was always alone. ,

That's why he was sad.
lhat's why he roared.
Sonatinas he was so sad he cried.

Pass 6

One day the king sent for his,kn ts.

Them were four big knights and.

one little knight.

115
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( Page I (continued)
.

The king was mad.
NI can't get any sleep," he said.
"Do something About that dragon!".

P&P 9

"What should we di?" asked

ome of the' big knights.

'7 don't care what you,deleald the king.
"But lit itfast!" , y

Page 10

s.1_- So knights left the castle to do
g about the dragon.

Peel 11

. They staitid tp go up the hill to the
dragon's cave.

Page 12

Jest then the dragon roared.
The big knights turned and rau.

Page 13

lit the 'little knight-kept on going.
Wires a bra e littig knight who wasn't
afraid of any old dragon.
Be kept tin going up the hill until he
get to the dragon's carne .

toe 14

The little knight tiptoed into the cave.
No us the dragon._
2Se dragon was crying.

The knight asked, "Why are,you crying?"

116
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Page 13

"I's crying because everybody is afraid
of as," said the dragon.
"No one comes ,to see me.

I don't have any friends."

The little knight 'aid, "I came to see you.,

1'11 be your friend."

Page 16
1

The dragon gewe a,happy snort.
Firs cage out 9f his nose.
The fire made the cave nice and warle,.

Soon to little knight was warm.
Then he thought, of something.

Page 18

The little knight said, "Why don't you
come and live at the castle?
The castle is always cold.
You could keep it wars, and you'd have

lots of friends.
Slow your nose and cone with se."

Page 20

The king and queen were afraid when
they saw the dragon.

Page 21
I

The little knight'iaid, "He won't hurt ;Oa.

Re's going to lit with us and keep
the castle warm; .Hell be very quiet."

Page 22
.

_The dragon lade ,fire cope out of his noPie.

The castle began to get warm.
The king took oft his rm.. , arM the

queen took off her blanket.
.2bea they looked alike a king and
a queen again . 1 .17

s 41
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Page 17

'APPENDIX L
353

Aumelestiltskin
(ABS Group Story, Level 71.

Once upon a time, a miller-and his daughter lived
in a tiny bona*. The.miller was not a rich man..Re
had to work hard Just so he And his daughter could -live.

. . One day, the king was passinglby.and the mIller
wanted twimpress the king., So the miller ran and told
the king that hls daughter could do a flue trick. He

told the king that the could spin weeds into gold on
her spimxing wheel a .

Page 18
t

The greedy king boon to think.
Re saAd, "If you .hove told me the truth, miller,

thei your daughter would please me Vary much. Bring
her to the castle tomorrow and I will see if she really
can turn.we'ds into golf."

NAM 19 ;

The nest morning, the- `king led the girl` into
room that was full of.weeds.

Re gave her.a spinning -wheel and he said, 'Too
must spin these weeds into gold by tomorrow. If you
do not I will have you killed."

.-
And thin the king left.

Page 20

Ibis girl looked around the 'room at all the weeds.
-Abe really couldn't spin weeds into gold. That was
jest a 'tory that her father had told the king. She
-began to _cry.

All atones the door opemed4land in.stepped an
ugly little man.

"Good day, miller's daughter," said the ran. "Why
are you_Ting?"

4P vs, said the girl. "The king wants me to spin
these 'Nadi into gold and I can't. If this room is dr

not filled with gold by tomorrow, he is going to have
me killed." -

4
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Page 23

Then the ugly little man said, 1What.will you give

ms if I spin it 'for you?"
"I willmgive=you the ring from my finger," said

4he
The ugly little man took the ring and sat down at

spinning wheel.
Wbirr.vhirr, three times round and the bpbbin was

full of gold. Then be took ihother bobbin and, whirr- .

,
'dart, three times round and that bobbin was full too.

Be vent on spinning until-morning. When all the

weeds were spun, and all the bobbins were full of gold,

be went away.
4 1.1

Page 244

APpendtx L

The king came into the room, and he vu very/

happy to see all the gold. The king)wsnted the tirl to

make him the richest man who ever _jived. Re was starting

to -like the miller's daughter too.
So be said "This pleases we Very much: But I am

going to test you one more time: I am going'to put you

fn a bigger room full of weeds. If you spin those weeds

into gold, then you will become my wife."
When the girl was left alone in the big room, the

ugly little men came in and said, "What 'dill you give ma

this if I spin the weeds for you?"

Page 25

! The girl said,"I-have nothing left to give. .

"Then yom4sust giie as the'first baby you have

- after you are queen," sal.H.the little man.,.

Then the man sat down and he began to spin. He

spun until all the weeds were.gold.
And in the morning when the king cane and sew

that all the weeds were turnednto gold, he ordered

the wedding to blheld at once. The miller's daughter

became the queen.

Page '26

After a year's time, the queen had a fine child.

She did not think once of the ugly little man.
But soon after the baby was born, the man came into

her moon and said, "Mow give me the child As you said

you world."

119
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Page 27

---4.4e,
The quoin wanted to keep her ba",.,40),../te ,offired*,, \- .

. the ugly little an all the riches of ,thitilligdois; if
only be 'would leave- the child with her: ,.

Bet the nit little man wouldni_t_listen. Re.
wanted the baby

-114 .said, "I will give you three days. If. at the end ,-
. of that, time, you cannot tellse my name,- you mitt give ..

ne. the child." . 4-
-

Appendix,L
355 .

-

Page 28

l'be,.queen spent all of hex time thinking of what
,,the sun's name could-be.' She even sent a friend to ask.
far and wide for All the .names her people could think of

And when the ugly little-man come the next day, she
, repiate4 elf the names she could think of

Rut after eadit nano, the little man said, "That is
-not my name.. .

The same thing happened on the second der.

On the third day her friend vent by a but in the woods.
Someone was singing so she peeked inside the hut. There
was tbe.ugly little nansinging a song and jumping up end
down.

The song vent like this: .

- "Runplestiltskin is my name.
She'll never get my little game."

1

Page 3a

The frieneweat back to the queen and told her what
. shit had seen. The queen smiled.

,"Ruplestiltskin," said the queen. "So that's his
nine."

!age '3i

An wkan the ugly little man came beck later that
.day, the queen said, "Is your name Alfred?"

"110," said the mum.

"'Is it Martin?" ,asked the queen.
"go," said. the man.
"Melt' then, I bet it's Rumplestiltekic," Said

the quien.

1 2 0
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"The devil told you that: Ths.devil told you

that," laid' the ugly little man.,
Ma was so sued that he stamped his foot so hard

It Mtstuck-in the floor. Theolhi grabbed ,his other

foot with both hands and pulled so hard that he split

in two.
Atid.that. was the and of Rumplestiltskin.

sob
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APPENDIX M

Boxes of Foxes (NRS Read-Alone, Level 7)

7. 1

Lest week, =thing bad happened in the

--- ,

forest; It happened the day the foxes were

laving a 'winter party.

p. 2

It was winter and the foxes were having

a orintet party idithe forest. The sun was

shiningcadd all the foxes were happy.

'p.

Suddenly, one of the little foxes said,

"What is that thing over there?"

All the foxes began ro look at whet,the

little fox saw:

e

It was a wagon. And it was the biggest

wegon.that the,foxes had

p. 5,

The driver got off the wagon. He was the

biggest man the foxes had:0F seen.

.

'p. 6

/".
a Than the man said, "Hurry, hurry. .Today .p,

I as giving away freerfelly Immix. Come

inside my wagon aedget yew free jelly beans."

'O also Aiipinlia E.2, The S_ tan from N2S, Levi/

.11.

2.

22

A

I
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All the foxes got in a line by the.door

of the wagon. One by one they wet in oo..pt

some jelly beans.

p. 8

As each fox went in, the big man would

grab it and put a rope around its legs. Then

be would dropthe fox on the floor of the .

Soon all the .foxes were in a big pile.

They were all feeling sad.

"What will that nan do with us?" they

said;

p. 10

, The man was laughing.

Then be said,'"I am going to put all

of you in boxes. Then I will have boxes of

foxes. I will use your fur to maks jackets.

Then I.will sell the fur jacketsnd get rich."

I
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p. 11

The ion put all of the foxes in b6xes.

44bere were boxss.of foxes all over. By that

359
a

6

tine all the foxes were an sad that they began r
to cry.

p. 12

lint one lax was Then three foxes were

1714. crying.

Then ten foxis were But one fox vas not

crying. crying.

baby fox vas not crying. He

,vas fitting away.

When the man vent War!, the baby fox

vent around to take all the locks off all

t
the boxes.

p. 15

Pint one fox vas Then three foxes were

tree. free.

Then* ten foxes were In a little_while, all

free. the fonts were free,

and ,that nadiThea

stop Crying.

a.

i-
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. When-the man came back, he gaid,,Ilov

did you get tie loCks off the boxes?"

p. 17'

Navin never tell," said the foxes.

"But nos ve are going to chase you away."

p lk

4r
"Ui, no!" said the running as fast

Ate he could.

van ran and ran mill the foxes could

not see him my mere.

CP

g, "19

Thb foxes wsre.so glad tc be free that

they vent back and had fun at the winter

party. And

tWI day.

I

tLe baby lc:: was made king for

Ci I

a
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OPEN DISCUSSION OF POPP PRESENTATION

BLOCK: I would .ike,to know just some speculation or acme notions from you

. regarding what these alternative instructional strategies are, that would better

get to ind#idualdifferenees, rather than aimple pacing.

POPP: At the very grossest level, we can examine two programs that, art as'
\../N

diffirent" as these tyo are, and a third, the-aightword approach. When a child

is entering first grebe we ought to know, right at that moment in ttme, tihicb

ketbOd would-be best for teaohing him pr her. We ought to realize that this

ditch may not necessarily be the right one a month from now for that child. I'

think we could concentrate on our high risk children and try to provide a ethod

of igptructibn that would.be successful for them. Whether that method leads, to

some other method at a later point in time or not is another question. 'But

initiAl success is critical and with two critically different programs, you have

at least two alternatives with which to begin instruction. Further, there is a

whole continuum of.lesa visible differences that lies,between'these two.

'IRABASSO: I think you provide a very interesting contrast, 'and I .was curious

whether there is any evaluation of either of these programs, that you are aware

of, in terms of their success?

POPP: There has been. In fact, Isabel Beck has published 'IR report, ,from the

Learding Research and Development Center, on the achievement of children under

the Pittsburgh program, that achievement is substantially griiter than that fox

children In prior years 'who were.in regular basal programs. is that correct,

361
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BECK: Tes.

POPP: I am unaware of an evaluation of the Scott Foresman program. When I
%

visited a schoOl using the Scott Foresman program there was a clyiter of children

in td .corner of, the room whoswere working on letter-to-soundl.lcorrespondences.-

ihin I queried the teadher about tat, see said they were using a workbook that

was available through Scott Foreman, and she also said that this was something

which. the poblishe)ts feit'the childreh needed.

So here ye have,wo real extremes 1n prograaa. However, you know perfectly

.well that some of the Pittsburgh children. are learning and reading with their

. parents Ai home in *real" children's books; aiailar_tp the'ScottdForesman books.

at,

They are doing glot of lihole word or meaning-type reading. On the other hand,

we also know,'from obseliVation, that in the Scott Foreman claaaroCes, there is

acme straight phonics teaching. Just.think of most of our research on reading.

/-
.' Host of it doesnobinclude classroom of observations and a very careful tally of

program coaponents and achievement without classroom observations is not going to

be very infoctative..

TRABASSO: In your critique you point out there are alternative strategies that

'could be developed which Would indicate something other than reading, or other

meaning. When you analyzed the teats that,eaeh program uses, yoil indicated there

were alternative strategies which Jhe child could use here the Child would not

have to read at all, for examtae, in the Scott Foreasan. In'NRS, the child may
,

not be able, to really process the /Wel of meaning becadse of the stress on

deooding.. Ifiyour identificatiOn of problems on these tests is correct, then

'choice of tests one ueis to evaluate these progress becomes very critical. If

cam were to make direct comparisons .betwean,them, one would bawl to design tests

?
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which would satisfy criteria of having both levels reached.

POPP: I think .that is.true.

t,
3

TRABTOi Dbes the.testing procedure used in the evaluations -have the 'same

problems,as the kind'of testing that goes on during the program?

,BECK: Mo.

POPP: Ina sense, it has more. It has different kinds of problems. Isabel, do

you want to answer that?

BECK: 'The report -that Helen has is based on a school district's selection of

teat to be used. This district used the 1973 Stanford which 144yublished atter

most of MRS was written. Interestingly, the MRS students scored slightly better

on the comprehension measure than on the subtext measurfftg decoding skills.

POPP:

have in their

these items are sipilar to the comprehension checks which they

ac too. I think its interesting to speculate as to why each

of the publishers does testing on a skill that supposedly has not been emphasized

.in the program. I think in the Pittsburgh program one can justify that by staling

they are usingtbe phonics approach in order to get to meaning. They certainly

don't want people to think that they are just teaching children to say words, tp

respona'with sounds to fetters. Their tests indicate that the child14n are doing

more than 'that .
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Scott Foreman, op the other hand,I think has been taken to task by the

teachers in the Yield who want more decoding, and so here it is in the testing.

A VOICE: I am very concerned in the Scott Foreaman program, that the children

will' substitute "bananas* for "fruit.u.When is this phased out, or what do they

do with that? The child must learn specific, accurate' reading at some point.

How is that dealt with?

POPP: Well, the problem is really very serious in term3-61 the fact that they

move. from those larger unite down to graphemic units-. If the child is-saying

"bananas" and the woV is 'fruit,4(and.they are going to talk about initial

consonants, there 'is going to be a problem, as you pointed out.' I don't know

whether they ever consider it as a very serious problem. The reason that 1 say

. 410
that is because Kenneth Goodman'a miscue analysis is included in the last pages

of the Scott Foreseen manual. Teachers are urged in fact to listen to children

read, and to score their er'rora as selantically correct, And/or syntactically

correct, and whether or not they are cloae to the grapheme-phone-1e

correspondences, and 36 forth. There is leas concern over errors that are

semantically coi,rectand syntactically correct than there is over the other.

A VOICE: The other thing I want to say is in the BS, in the Pittaburgh program,

t
dre blending is an invaluable technique, because the children always have a tool

to fall back on once they don't know a word. Is there anything in the Scott

Fore's= that they scan fall back on, if they don't know the meaning of a word?

What do they fall back on when they don't know something?

POPP: Well they would use what they had been taught, to the extent that it
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worked, which wouldbe the context in which the word is based, or picture cues if

they are available. I suspect it one, has had large input from the teacher, she

might be a good° source of information. 'Not being facetio0s, I do: think that

would be a natural tendency, if that's where your information came from in the

past.

WALLACH: Might we not say that the direction we need to go 'in, with respect to

individualization, is- not so much that different children need to be taught in

different ways, as in the different kinds of programs you considered today; but

that all children need a.cerksin degree of decoding skills, and those who haven't-

picked Alp those skij.la in various ways outside of formal instruction, may need

special help within formal instruction in order to do that? In other cords, that

that's where the individualization may be needed.

POPP: That certaiAly is ofte argument that could be made. I think there may be

children at. a certain stage in their development for whom that's reilly a very

difficult task, and they might in fact meet with .success by- parrdting back

stories initially: But eventually, as you say,, it seems as though the poorer

readers particularly, who haven't picked up phonics skill themselves, would have

to be. taught it. But illgra phonic's is taught to that child, might make a critical

difference as to whether or not be is going to think of himself as a failure for

the rest of his life.

WALLACH: We may have misled. ourselves as to bow difficult a task it 4s; that

it's easier than. the conventional vies tends to think it is. By not solving the

instriCtional problem, that is, bow toteech decodipg to the kids who aren't able'

to do it yet, but instead relying'on the idesofdevelopmental level and waiting
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for readiness,,that one.is letting those kids get behidd to a .sufficient degree

that it impairs their power ,to catch up.

7L-
I ...:..

7

POP?: 1 guess it depends on w hat they are doing, and very few would advocate

that they merely wait until they have reached a particular developmental level.

WALLACH: Yes, but other things get done meanwhile, which in effect' amounts to

waiting for the decoding skills.

POPP: Well, maybe not. If doesn't buy a hierarchy teaching, one can

start in' higher units and wait for the lower units (letters) until later, and

still ,be working on reading. Foi another child, the order could be switched.

RESNICK: One of the things that strikes actin that balloon story that you showed

is that what's happening there is that the teacher is doing in school something

very /dealer to what we think- middle -class parents do with their children. At

least I think that's what I do with my children.

,,POPP: =And then swear they never taught reading to their children.

RESNICK: Yes. Balm don't Call that reading instruction, and we don't expect

children to learn to read from that neoesserily, and we don't care whether they

do. It imeme-to me Scott Foreseen is doing some of the languege enrichment

surrounding print that we expect middle Class children get at'hcme and which we

-7-- .

- know some other children are not getting, and it's doing that very well. Scott
.

t

r amen- seems to be caking the assumptionthat by just doing a lot of languageo)s

enrichment word analysis or synthesis skills will emerge automatically.
. .
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The word analysis training, at least'in raurcexamplea of a representative

lesson, is really very soft. It's putting an enormo,us burden on the child's
PI

inductive capacity, and it wouldn't be at all surprising that a group in the

corner needed some gore help, igiven-what they,are getting in the mainstream.

POPP: If I were teaching first grade, that certainly would be a prime

consideimtion, and'I think that it is the very good and wise first grade teacher
0

who can tell la-about individual differences in children, and what they can or

cannot take st a certain time, that would bear down harder in the Scott Foresman

program on those word analysis arils at a point fn time when the child seemed to

be able to cope, even with initial consonant sounds, and that there would be

rally mime serious work at that point. Mahy kids are going to jtiet pick that up

anyway. No matter which one of these routes is taken, you will have'children who

absolutely are going to read, bo 'matter what you do with them. And you will have

,same children who are not going to read. An important question is: Is it better

for a child to be a non-learner under one system or the 'other. There will be

oon-Tlearners.

VILLA: I observed the Scott Foreseen system in operation for five years in a

large urban school- system aophile ago, and based on your description, it:isn't

all that different. In fact, some of the elements have been moved from

to linlailLeg, it would seem.

POPP: Tea, they made it more manageable, that's about all.

lot=

NIL

WILLIS: One pereon in the area did a dissertation on what was happening in that

program. Therefore it was done more carefully than the typical study of that
.

1h:
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kind. :The study was planned to determine wbyachievement dropped when the scho

system moved from the reading program they'had before, which was phone cally

based, 1:O the Scott Foresaan system. The choice was made bebauae- they thought 1,7

the language ehrichment components would be better for the "urban seudents" in

the school system. They discovered that those teachers whose students'

achievement. was not declining during the five-year period were those teachera irbo

taught phonics to the children before using the "language enrichment" approach.

Teachera were rated as either good or poor implementers, as part of the data.

analyses.

POPP: Regardless of the aystem?

WILLIS: You can't really control that behavior in the classroom. Teachers

taught phonics simultaneously, and they took all of those elements that had been

introduced in that language enrichment approach, and put them in their

teacher -made phonics program. That was happening in schools where the teachers

co%

worked together on their joint approachlr. There was a funny pattern of high
. ,

achievement versus city-wide iow achievement in those schools. I think I said

this wring the first conference; the teachers dodit operate as dichotomously as

their materials dictate; that is, the successful teachers don't. Therefore they

are able tp provide a lot sore instruction that facilitates for individual

learning than a particular set of materials might suggest.

POPP: I think as we look at some of the incr used achievement in' teat reaulta,

we also often find a heavy phonic emphasis.' Those, children who have been

successful under a ;ironic program are going to ceiling-out of the teat or at

loot do very well becaUse they have phonics skins well in hand. The child who
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is learning updele a sight word oi'aAeaning approach doesn't have that tool at

the end of first grade; and While.he say be doing very well in his own system,

there is going'to_be lesi of an effect from his training on the tests.

So I think that the differences which we are finding are not necessarily due

to lower children doipg better: They are due to children who are very successful
*IA

in thephonid programs who boost.thil class score.

CAZDEN: Yea, I want to push you- harder on this individualization, because I

dohtt understand your answers to Karen or to Michael Wallach. What would you

want to -knoit about the kids? Let's say you were going to choose approach A

versus 'aPprolch B, that at least differ in the sequence with which their aspects

of xhe total reading process are emphasized. What would you want to know about

the kids, in order to make 'that decision?

POPP: If there were an answer to that, there wouldn't be a problem; that is, if

there Were teats that could answer the kinds of questions that we want to ask

about matching children and teats:

I think it is a researchable question. I think that If I were teaching, I

would teat the child and see whether or not he could do the bltnding procedure,

to see whether he could hear segments of soundhin words as a prerequisite to the

Pittsburgh program, for instance.

'

.

I thinhone might also's° back to Piaget%s developmental stages, perhaps,
. .-

and. Oaks some :hypotlipis about how :far along one has to be in concrete

le
operations, in order to handle-the phonic blending teats. But that is all very

hypothetical and theoretical. I think right now it would have to be a Can they

do it?' kind of question.
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McCON[IE: In this scheme that you handed out, you refer to the theoretical model, 410

of the reading procest of a mature reader, and the theoretical 'Model, implied for

reading acquisition. With these two very different approaches to reading, to

what degree is the difference being dictated by rather different views of what

the skilled or mature reader is doling, versus rather different views as,,,,,to how

You should go about trying to get toiebody to a common, point? '
POPP: I decided that was at least a whole paper in and of itself, if not more.

RESNICK: George, in some ways that's the-essential question of this whole ..set_of

conferences.

McCONKIE: 'After having analyzed these two-programs, do you have some sense of

whether they were trying to get at the same thing'through different proOesses, or

whether they had different end points in mind that they were trying to. reach.

POPP: I think if you would ask the authors of both of these systems, their end

point would- be very Buell the same. I don't know if they both have a theoretical

Ked. Goodman does, and he is 'one of the War authors of the Scott

Foresman program. The notion of going directly from print to meaning, not going

through speech at all, is probably how he sees the-mature reading process, and

see! that as a possibility for'all children, even for ver, beginning readers. I

4

don't think, Isabel, that the Pittsburgh people would necessarily believe that.--

no, IMibel is shaking her head.
,

MCCOMB: But the Goodman approach here clearly has his sort of hypothesis
'

testing, analysis -by- synthesis flavor to it. Here we have an important nompanent
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of teaching reading: to teams ch the to use the context, to guess the appropriate

,responses. 'For this you only need very few visual cues. I cad see this other
.1,

1

kpproach beingdominated by really quite a different view of reading; that it's

very much more visually oriented, and perhaps not a process of making hypotheses_
4

and simply testing them. Is this the Critical factor' distinguishing these

progress?

POP,: I think Isabel should answer that, but before'she does, I Must say that I

think a critical.factor that distinguishes the approaches. But I do think

that the:Pittsbugh people are directing their attention to the visual in hopes

that it will be built up and mastered well enough so that con textual cues thatcdo

come in will be more automatic. Meaning is still what they are getting at. I

don't think they would want you to rule out guemang from context.

BECK: In answer as bo 'whether we think that mature readihg goes through speech,

I have to respond both iggi and 42. I think at times it does, and I think there

is also evidence that at times it may go right to the lexicon. What Plat has to

do with beginning _reading, I don't think is very ,ipportant.- We make a

distinction between beginning reading and mature reading.

.. We choose in the very beginning tp emphasize overt blending, but only for a.

1.21a limited use.
.4

If overt blending were continued too long, we--tglieve it would be

overlaarned to such an extent that the next level of processing, chucking

behavior ChatAbliPlieererapiti recognition, would be sone difficult to. achieve.
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Concurrent with development and practice of -word recognition skills, I think

we give quite' a lot of att or implijgvattention, to deriving meaning by

making oontextunlly appropriate guesses.

BLOCK: I. think that is a very ditticult question, and I think the problem comes
-1-

in in terms, of bow you take these general theoretical notions and translate this

Into what the practice would be like if-practice was in tact adhering to this

theory: .

That's &very difficult'kind of thing, and I think that when you raised the

question about whether or not a particular Program Cdhisres to a prrticular

theory, you have to confine your assessment to particular parts or

characteristics of that program. meaning approach of Ken Goodman's,

/

although he does have a specified theo ical position, that position does not

oompletely define the- instructional procedures. There are man, many, many other

things that are included, and have to be decided. Some of the sort of general,

prescriptive things, that he says apply; to certain aspects of .reading program

4
design and not tp others.

POPP: The Scott Foresman program isn't pure Ken Goodman either, I think he would

remind you there are many other oonpultants on that.

-"MUM I wanted to respond to "the statementvabout characterizing the new

reading system as one that foousis the, youngster more heavily on the visual

aspects of reading. I think that's an erroneous- cobsideration; that actually

it, as well ap many of the other proirims that are pointing out phonIct concepts

to ohildren, really are unique 'in that they emphatic*

i)

to children the

phomolOigioal °obstruction of the spoken league's, and make it evident to the
Art
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youngster, through aystaiatic, orthographic representation. The Scott Foreman

program, even with the emphasis on the two words that begin with the B, is

expecting the youngster to induce an awful lot,of'information, whereas the New

Beading System doesn't take that riak. And I don't think that is visual

orientationa,\,II think that is heavy emphasis on the ,pbonologicl attributes of

the spoken Language.

POPP: I think children learn a LA about the phonological aystem by tying it to

a visual system. They are able to talk about it.

ROSNER: I think it reduces the mystery a great deal, certainly.

END SESSION
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